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Preface

What Recreation Research Says To the Recreation Practitioner is the first publication
of the American Association for Leisure and Recreation of the American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. This publication emanated from
a charge of the Recreation Divisions Commission on Research and Evaluation
"to identify, synthesize, publish and disseminate the specific research findings."
Commission members are:

Fred W. Martin, University of Oregon
Donald A. Pelegrino, (chairman and editor) California State University

Northridge
Keith B. Roys, Sr., University of Missouri--Columbia
Linn R. Rockwood, University of Utah
H. Douglas Sessoms, University of North Carolina
Isabelle Walker, California State UniversityNorthridge

Other persons generously contributed to this task of the Commission Hilmi
Ibrahim, Whittier College, Whittier, California and Viki Armand and the Infor-
mation and Research Utilization Center of AAHPER. To them we are extremely
grateful. Finally the Commission wishes to thank Pat Fehl, past vice president
of the Recreation Division and James Champlin, president of the American
Association for Leisure and Recreation, for their continued support and
encouragement. We hope that this publication will be one of many,

Donald A. Pelegrino
California State University, Northridge
Chairman of the Commission on
Research and Evaluation



RECREATION RESEARCH: AN OVERVIEW

Donald A. Pelegrino
California .State University
Northridge

Research provides new information and facts which lead to constructive solu-
tions or a better understanding of current problems in a given field.

Recreation has long sought to improve the quality of life by attempting to
increase the pleasure that man derives from his free time. Thus, research is
an essential tool for furthering recreation services, whether these services involve
physical and mental health, administrative behavior, leadership evaluation, facil-
:ty design, outdoor recreation and/or planning general services within a leisure
delivery system. Research is a process and a toot which is necessary and cannot
be replaced.

Although research has been recognized as a viable and worthy asset to any
field of endeavor:

only since 1960 have professional recreation practitioners and educators
become vitally interested in research as an uiiclergirding and vital aspect
of recreation and park services. Only recently has there been a real interest
in studying the effect of _recreation upon individuals, the impact of leisure
upon society, and the contribution of organized recreation to meeting com-
munity and individual needs and in utilizing research to develop more
effective operational procedures and in participating in interdisciplinary
research endeavors. This concern by professional recreation personnel is
a mark of a maturing profession, a profession which is accepting the challenge
Of accountability by basing its actions upon sound research.'

To he an effective field oriented to meeting the social, phriral and spiritual
needs of the general public, recreation must have a valid approach to those
needs. Research offers the main tool for providing guidelines to serve the needs
of any given community. Moncrief recently stated that research can help insure
against acceptance of invalid assumptions in establishing recreation policy and
providing recreation opportunities to the public if the research is well conceived
and executed.'

Recreation without adequate research cannot hope to meet society's present
and future needs. According to Toffler, knowledge will be assimilated at such
a rapid rate in the future that agencies will be hard pressed to keep pace."
With this type of thinking, it is obvious that research and constant reevaluation
are the only hopes if recreation agencies are to survive in a changing world.

Tliv United States has great availability of time fin. recreation and leisure
activities. Recreation, in whatever form it pleases people, contributes significantly
to their happiness and well-being. Therefine, it is important to consider some
of the significant factors associated with recreation and leisure in order to have
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a scientific appreciation of the process of recreation :And leisure. Some of these
factors are:

I. SocioeconOmic forces that influence man's leisure and recreation
2. Organizations, agencies and programs concerned with people's leisure

expenditures
3. The time man has and how he uses it
4. Economic impact of recreation pursuits
5. Supply and demand of recreation resources
6. Future expectations in contrast to those of the present and past.

All of these News are or should be of major concern to the recreation prac-
titioner.

The Research Council of the American Association (now Alliance) for Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation listed the following suggestions for research
studies in recreation:4

I. The develtpment of an instrument which may be used to predict the
success of the prospective recreation leader

2. A study of the age-levels of readiness of children for the development
of basic recreation skills

3. A study of those leadership techniques which have proved most successful
in the conduct of various recreation activities.

4. A study to determine the factors which cause children and adults to drop
out of recreation activities

5. Origin of established recreational interest
6. Collecting hobbies of the residents of a small community
7. Longitudinal study of effects of recreation
8. Analysis of therapeutic value of recreation
9. Study of the motivational factors in sports

10. Longitudinal studies of changes in recreational interests and patterns.
Since AAHPER's listing in 1954, many of these research studies have been

completed. But the list fin. suggestions for further research studies in recreation
and leisure increases as the profession grows.

Undoubtedly research in recreation and leisure is in its infancy. There is
not enough information available on recreation and how it can be used to benefit
mankind. Leisure habits and interests of people must be measured and deter-
mined. Techniques and methods for research in recreation must be developed,
Additional information is needed about programming and about the skillful
practitioners in the field. In these, one finds a useful alliance between research
in recreation and leisure and the practitioner in his practical experience.

Recreation, both through research and in its application, is a new social force
today.

This author agrees with Sapora who said, "There is a need for the recreation
practitioner and the researcher to join hands more closely, Each can learn from



the other. No profession can advance when there is too great a gap between
theory and practice."5

NOTES
'American Association f'or Health, Physical Education, and Recreation and National Rec-

reation Association, Research in Recreation (Washington, DC: the Associations, 1966),
from the Foreword.

=Lewis W. Moncrief, Questions ahout recreation research, Journal of Health, Phtsical
Education, Recreation 42 (1;111. 1971), 93.

3Alvin Toffler, Future Shock (New York: Bantam Books, 1970), chr. 18.
4American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, Research under-

way and research needed in health, physical education and recreation (Washington,
DC: the Association, 1954), pp. 56.57, mimeographed.

5A. V. Sapora, Recreation surveys, studies and research, in Proceedings of the Recreation
Planning Institute, Great Lakes District Recreation Conference (Cincinnati: National
Recreation Association, 1957), p. 4.



WHAT RESEARCH TELLS THE RECREATION
PRACTITIONER ABOUT ADMINISTRATIVE

BEHAVIOR

Linn R. Roc hewn!
Univethly t'tah
Salt Lake Citv

INFORMAL ORGANIZATION

real interest in administrative behavior was she many centuries ago by
Machiavelli, and only now has his great insight and the practicality of many
of his concepts been appreciated, However, the Hawthorne studies at the Western
Electric Company during the 1920s perhaps signalled the beginning of the pres-
ent tremendous interest and research in the "people" or behavioral aspects of
organization life.'

An offshoot of the Hawthorne studies was the recognition of certain unin-
tended or informal conditions Within organizations, Further studies in a variety
of settings confirmed the existence, activities and functions of a shadowy structure
that came to be known as the "infbrmal organization,"

Essentially, the informal organization was conceived as the actual pattern of
relationships and -behaviors in an organization, as contrasted with the formally
patterned ones. Countless investigators have examined the many ramifications
and implications of the informal organization and have published their observa-
tions and conclusions or hypotheses concerning its functions, values and undesir-
able aspects. The concept itself has undergone many refinements in light of
newer behavioral revelations. In fact, a large part of behavioral research on
organizations and administration is concerned with studies dealing with one
aspect Or another of what was originally thought of as simply the informal
organization.

The general thrust of research on informal organizations has been to reorder
thinking concerning the assumption that organization man acts in the highly
rational, predictable manner suggested in job descriptions, rules and orders
of hierarchical superiors, and that he orders his relationships as depicted on
traditional organization charts, Research has shown conclusively how far actual
behavior and working relationships deviate from classic assumptions, The origi-
nal notion that the informal organization was largely undesirable and worked
in opposition to management also has been dispelled. Various facets of the
informal organization have been found to perfrm useful, even indispensable,
functions.2
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The work of Dalton in four industrial firms has been very revealing and
influential, painting a picture of the unstable and trhnsitory nature of many
informal relationships. A brief statement by Dalton also is indicative of the
many functional and dysfunctional aspects of informal organization:

. . . informal action ntay work for many ends: to change and preserve the
organization, to protect weak indivklualL, punish erring ones, reward others,
to recruit new personnel, and u maintain dignity of the fOrmal, as well
as, of course, to carry on power struggles and to work .for ends we would
frown on.a

Dalton, fbr example, found the presence of a highly effective informal reward
and punishment system, which was often useful for the organization, but was
sometimes unfair.' In a study of the Navy bureaucracy, Page concluded that
the Navy, in effect, had "another face," or an informal side that was consciously
and deliberately hidden from the outsider's view. It did, however, provide a
useful means of cutting through bureaucratic red tape.5 In a study of city plan-
ning in the 'hyin Cities, Altschu ler identified a number of informal rules enforced
within the city that kept bureaucrats in line and incumbents in power,° Gouldner's
study of specific bureaucracies in industry showed ,a number of the unintended
consequences that occur which conflicted with the expected fast, efficient and
impersonal happenings.' Klan's study of a law enforcement agency showed the
dysfunctional nature of status differences and how the use of informal means
of communication facilitated the making of necessary decisions,"

The cumulative effect of vast quantities of evidence from studies in a number
of disciplines and in a variety Of settings haS established not only the existence
of informal arrangements within organizations but the multiplicity of facets
the informal organization may encompass.

The recreation and park administrator should not take formal assumptions
and descriptions of organizational relationships and behavior too seriously. A
useful was of beginning to consider an organization is to look at the formal
structure, job'descriptions, rules and regulations and hierarchical job-task pat-
tern. However, the recremion and park administrator should be aware that
there always will he a multitude of informal, often unarticulated relationships,
rules, expectations and behaviors, He may never be able to unravel or fully
understand them, but he can expect them to affect significantly what he can
and cannot do. He should utilize or deal with them, both in moving the organiza-
tion toward some of its important goals and in minimizing adverse effects upon

DECISION MAKING

In early literature concerning administration, little attention was paid to
decision making, the assumption seemingly being that decisions were made by
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those holding the !Minal authority to do so on a highly rational basis and that
decisions passed down the formal chain of command to those charged with
carrying them out. This so-called "classical" or "rational" model of decision
making has been sharply criticized by behavioral researchers.

Rational Model

The rational model has been described with minor variations by numerous
administrative analysts. Lim Ham's description is typical:

1. Identity his problem.
2. Clarify his goals, and then rank them as to their importance.
3. List all possible -means or policies for achieving each of his goals.
4. Assess all the costs and the benefits that would seem to follow from

each of the alternative policies.
5. Select the package cif goals and associated policies that would bring the

greatest relative benefits and the least relative disadvantages.".
If all conditions were ideal, the rational model might well be considered the

best method of arriving at decisions; it corresponds with the rational method
of thinking and problem solving. However, it has been criticized for being
unrealistic because conditions seldom approximates the ideal.

A number of administrative analyst., have considered the decision making pro-
cess on a conceptual-level, but only recently has much empirical evidence validated
hypotheses or indicated how decisions actually are made in organizations. Gore
used a case history approach- in studying a sample of decisions of federal field
offices in the state of Washington. His research indicated a wide gap between
the actual process used and the rational model.")

March-Simon Model

One of the most significant contributions to a mote realistic approach to
decision making was a theoretical construct by March and Simon in 1958. Build-
ing upon previous theorizing and some psychological studies, they developed
the concepts of "satisficing" and "search" behavior. In simple terms, it is suggested
that a decision maker does not attempt to reach an optimal or best solution,
but searches for a solution that will he "satisfactory." When this is found, search
will stop and a new search will begin only when that decision fails to produce
a sati ,l'actory level of performance. These authorities also suggested that prior
experiences of success and failure will determine the decision maker's aspiration
level which, in turn, will he a criterion for what constitutes a "satisfactory" solution
to a problem."

Some empirical validity to the Match and Simon theoretical model was given
by Cyril and March. By using this model, they were able to predict with a
high degree of accuracy the behavior of decision makers in a department of
i. large retail department store.' 2
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Actual Decision Making

Some evidence has been acquired that actual decision making is likely to be
fitful, sporadic and often tangential. Furthermore, this may produce better deci-
sions over the long run than a more stable, orderly process focusing on clearly-
defined end goals and done by a centralized decision maker, such as is posited
by the classical process. Hirschman and Lindblom suggest that the latter process
may actually hinder progress.'" They question the traditional assumption that
a clecis.ion once made to resolve an imbalance or problem settles the issue once
and for all." Cyert and March came to a similar conclusion, kr they regard
most decision making as a quasi rather than a complete process of conflict
resolution in organizations. l!

Festinger's theory of cognitive dissonance has some implications that tend
to help explain the decision making process of at least some people some of
the time. From his theory it is predicted that after making a decision, a person
will tend to seek evidence to confirm the decision. Such evidence, when founcl,
will tend to reduce the natural dissonance resulting from a choice where each
alternative has good and bad features. The greater the conflict or problem
in choosing, the more dissonance after the decision."' Ehrlich and his associates
found some empirical evidence that tended tci confirm Festinger's theory. Studies
showed that after people had purehaSed newsars they tended to read ads about
the cars they had already purchased more than ads about oth,...r cars." This
would tend to confirm the oft-expressed notion that decision makers make a

decision and then attempt to rationalize it, rather than go through a highly
rational decision-making process.

A considerable number of researchers and analysts have suggested that
decision making in organizations can realistically he looked upon as a form of
bargaining involving diverse interests and goals represented by participants
inside and outside the formal organization. The groups and individuals might
include, but not necessarily he limited to: superiors, subordinates, peers, lateral
agencies in the bureau, legislators, clients, suppliers or any individuals or groups
that feel a particular decision might significantly affect their interests, The relative
power or influence of various coalitions around a given problem or issue is
likely to be a significant factor in the nature of the decision, and this may
often take the form of compromise. Therefore, such decisions may result in
only a minimum modification of the already existing situation."'

Research on decision making in organizations has progressed far enough to
establish- that it is a process that does not confbrm very well to the model of
rational.; usually associated with the ideal problem-solving method. Adminis-
trators are faced with ninny, often conflicting, demands that must somehow
be reconciled or balanced, Many factors limit a strictly rational approach, induct-
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mg lack of information, ineradicable uncertainty, and the constraints of numer-
ous environmental factors. Few administrauirs have the luxury of time and
resources to pursue the ideal situation; they are likely to con skier only a minimum
number of what may seem the most significant factors or alternatives, While
the process actually used may not be entirely rational by usual standards, it
cannot he said to be completely undisciplined or irrational, It may be typified
by "bounded rationality." Such a process is entirely functional in the fluid,
dynamic type of envimment in which administrators function, The completely
rational method would likely be impractical and unfeasible for an administrator.

The natu re of decision making that characterizes administration is of a strategic
or "political" type. It means consideration of the total envirimmeot in which
an organization functions.

It is probably unreasonable to assume that even a recreation and parks adminis-
trator will be able to lay aside completely his own biases, loyalties and personal
interests while reasoning out decisions. It may be even more unreasonable to
assume that other participants whose interests are at stake will be able to lay
theirs aside and use a highly rational process with an undiluted commitment
to the public interest.

CONFLICT

It Was recent], observed by one authority that "if someone wanted a fruitful
area of investigation for at least several lifetimes, he could easily take up the
topic of the management of conflict in organizations."'" Until comparatively
recently, the ,abject of conflict was rather carefully avoided in most literature
on administration certainly this was true of' literature in the recreation and
parks field. This attitude of ignoring or playing down conflict has apparently
been because the traditional view of bureaucracies does not permit the notion
of conflict as a natural phenomenon. Thompson has stated this viewpoint suc-
cinctly.

As presently defined, bureaucratic organizations, like totalitarian states. ale
simply not committed-to the formal resolution of introorganitational conflict,
nor to compromise. Where conflict exists, it is officially denied, hidden by
fictions and myths, or attributed to the individual. It is to be removed by
analytical processes of discussion and counseling, reorientation and training.
or by the removal or error and misconception through communication. Once
all the facts are known there can be no conflict, assuming "rightthinking"
or "sound" persons. If conflict persists, individuals must be remade or
eliminated, because conflict attacks the legitimacy of the organization,
"Smooth operations" legitimite the organization.2"

Recently, however, actual observation and empirical study of organizations
have clearly revealed that various conflicts are a characteristic phenomenon
of organizations, not simply at manifestation of irrationality or temporary liberra-
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tion that disrupts normal smooth functioning." In fact, it is accepted in many
quarters that conflict can serve many useful purposes in an organization,

Katz's views, embodied in what has been called the "conflict of interest
hypothesis," have been widely accepted by behavioral scientists in recent years.
This approach views conflict as resulting largely from basic dill Ferenc:es in interests
among people in various hierarchical positions in an organization. Katz
emphasizes the idea that conflict is not clue just to misunderstandings, but fr..in
real differences in outlook or values between competitive subgroups within the
organization as they pursue their own goals where organizational rewards or
resources are limited.'" Sayles' comments concerning competition among parts
of organizations are typical of much current thinking:

The concept of the oyganization as.a unified, cohesive, homogeneous entity
pined against its vitals in it struggle tin' survival of supremacy has hemn
shattered by actually observing the operations of large, complex organiza-
tions. The Whole is Fractionated into parts that compete with one another
For relative status, growth, and special prerequisites.2"

Lane, Corwin and Monahan call attention to the importance of a past history
of power struggles and animosity in relation to organizational conflict. Organiza-
tional cleavages may he both the vestige of past conflicts and the basis for present.
and future ones. They note: "since the defeat of an idea of a group seldom
requires complete annihilation, scars remain which provide the basis for cleavages
in new conflicts."'

Dahott's highly entertaining expose of the inner workings of machinations
in a number of industrial firms gives an unusually revealing picture of continual,
Inn often disguised, conflict over power, prestige and survival in organizational
life,"

An important aspect of conflict in organizations is role conflict. Kahn et at
in a nationwide study of workers found that alriost half' of them indicated
that they were often (alight in the middle of a crossfire of people who wanted
tiff ferent things. About I percent of these respondents were in this situation
of role conflict frequently, Thus, conflict often of a serious nature was
a "Fact of life" for 18 percent of those subjects studied,"" The administrator
has role conflicts within himself because the various moral systems in which
he operates often conflict with one another."

Along with the emergent concept that conflict is inherent in organizations,
research has also advanced the idea that conflict is not always necessarily bad,
and, in fact, mai; make some important contributions to the organization. Dalton,
for example, cites e, number of positive aspects of conflict in organizations,"
(:oser has shown that conflict may actually he a source of equilibrium and stability
rather 111;111 merely a source of disequilibrium."

Pond y's in of the functional and dysfunctional aspects of organizational
conflict leads flint to the conclusion that it may be either, depending upon
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Theory has receiv(91 considerable acclaim. He postulates that a leader's effective-
ness is contingent upon the fhvoableness or un favorableness Of the situation
for him. 'Phis, irr tu!, is dependent 'you (I) leader-m(9111)e relations, (2) task
structure and (3) position power of 111(.. leader,'"

ROle I lie0EY a11(1 CA )1111111111iCat .1011

(:arhyright sees that po(yer must be in hi role theory. He cites a number
of research studies which point to the inescapable conclusion that the phenomena
of role theory taut be bound tip with, the harder properties of power, itr contrast
(yid' the softer concepts of expectations and perceptions,"

(viili respect to communication, Cartwright Finds that po(ver must
be recognized as an hiportant consideration since communication is the iii(9.11:1-
nism by which interpersonal influence is exerted. Numerous studies cite(' reveal
that research that starts with communication as the foci, ends by being closely
related to po(ver."'' Various research studies have pointed to the fact that the
power of %arithis participants in a group may be related to their place ill the
communication stuture.'1

Er fectiveness (i Power

The use of po\ver is ohmn viewed as a Mahiavellian-1\w maitipttlation of
()liters. Perhaps this is one reason the subject has been ignor(91 in recreation
and parks literanie. There seems to be little room For doubt that this is often
the case. A recent ne(vspaper 'article suggests diat "office politics or po(ver
games is increasing in business organizations. NI erit, hard work, etc., do not
pay Oft as (yen as kno(ving how to play company politics whih is really
the "distribution of power ":'s

,As reported, this is 111(.. mil) of several iesearch st tidies, The threatened business
recession is considered as one cause of the inease!'" It causes one to considet
seriott.y the possibility that budget cutbacks, layoffs and retrenchment in public
recreation agencies ma% cause the same effect.

Schlenker mid Tedeshi conducted all experiment on the effects ()Utile exercise
f.coercive and re(vard power (v11(9e interpersonal attraction was involved, Their
results tended to support earlier research coercive power was more effective.
Thus, they concluded that Machiavelli's observation that it is much std(9r to
be Feared than loved may be quite accurate," These researchers' observations
also led 111(911 to believe in the (visdotti of Henry Adams' statement that "a
friend in power is a Friend lost," It was rottlid that When a person has Unilateral
coercive power, he lends to disregard personal relationships in exercising that
poWer.:"
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Researchers have recently developed a "Mach V Scale" to measure the
Machiavellian tendencies of individuals. 'Pile results of research using the scale
have shown that persons scoring high engaged in more manipulation and were
more adept at it. Researchers concluded that the more time people spend interact-
ing with others in various roles, the more Machiavellian they are.56 Such frequent
interaction is, of course, a recognized characteristic of administrators.

While Machiavellianism in the acquisition and use of power may be quite
typical in organizations to a degree and at various times, the desire for power
for its own sake may not be the only reason for its use. Possession of power
actually enables 411 agency to conduct a more effective program. Also, lower-level
personnel may pursue power to secure or perpetuate certain fringe benefits."
David Mechanic examined the sources of power of lower-level persons in various
types of organizations. Drawing on previous studies, he set forth several pos-
tulates concerning conditions under which lower-level participants such as sec-
retaries, hospital attendants, prison inmates, etc. obtained and used power. He
found coalition~ among persons in various divisions of organizations which enable
them to handle needs more ef'f'iciently on an infOrmal basis."

Research on power might well he summed up by Lippetes observation that
"studies tell us much more than we knew formerly about the distribution of
power between superior and subordinate, and how its use or abuse affects morale,
-productivity, and human satisfaction."'"

Power is an often overlooked or minimized fact of life fin' administrators
in every field. Some seek power for aggrandizement and status, others seek
to acquire or maintain it as a self-protective device from the depradations of
the power-hungry. The use of power seems necessary for individuals to perfOrm
certain leadership functions and often permits agencies to function more
efficiently and effectively.

Summary
The above are just a few of the many areas in which research on administrative

behavior is being conducted on various fronts and in a var;ety of disciplines.
Such phenomena as communications, role theory, goals, cliques and interest
groups, leadership, environment., motivation, organization boundaries, rules,
professionalism vs opliortunism, etc, are coming in fin. scientific investigation,
often with sophisticated techniques, It is remarkable that there is almost a com-
plete lack of such research in the field of parks and recreation administration,
There are a number of possible reasons for this:

I. It has been assumed that the administrative processes and activities
(behavior) are basically the same as those in other fields such as business
administration, educational administration and public administration in
general.
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2. It has been assumed that administrative behavior is so mechanical, stan-
dardized and predictable that the essential principles have already been
discovered.

3. Some may believe that a study of administrative behavior might he of
some value to students and practitioners, but that it might expose them
to ideas that are opposed to the highly idealistic or humanitarian value
system professed by spokesmen in the field.

4. Writers in the field have not had sufficient experience "on the firing
line" in administration to have gotten a realistic notion of what it is all
about.

5. There may be no real desire on the part of writers or spokesmen in
the field to paint a realistic picture of the nature of recreation and parks
administration.

6. There is insufficient research expertise in the field of parks and recreation
to research administrative behavior in the field effectively.

It is past time when the field of parks and recreation must become more
introspective and self-critical. What we are saying and teaching must he examined
to determine whether it conforms with reality or some idealized model of' what
we imagine or would like it to be.
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RECREATION AND BEHAVIOR
MODIFICATION

Keith B. Boys
Univemitv of Missouri
Columbia

Changes in an individual's behavior can have positive or negative reactions
as viewed by society. Extreme poverty has been given as reason for stealing
food and clothing. Boredom has been listed as a possible motivating factor
for illegal use of drugs. Desire for recognition has prompted outstanding perfor-
mance in athletics or in academics. QuIlity leadership often has been given
as the key to success of a recreation program. In all of these situations, one
or more factors stimulated an action or reaction which resulted hi a modified
behavior. With substitute motivating stimuli, a different resulting action might
have occurred. For example, in the case where extreme poverty caused stealing,
extreme poverty may also have given reason fin. increased hard labor, more
creativity or some other factor that would have resulted in a socially acceptable
means for securing the necessities of life.

Recitation has been viewed by some as a response, by others a stimulus.
The foundation of recreation tests on the principle that participation needs
no reward other than the participation itself'. This does not mean that secondary
values cannot occur or are-undesirable, The well-routided personality, physical
fitness and release from tensions have been offered as examples of desirable
secondary values. If these become the primary reason for participating in selected
leisure activities, then the activity is the stimulus or substitute stimulus attempting
to bring about a conditioner! response a modification in behavior. But even
if' participation in a leisure activity is for the sole purpose of recreating, it is
still possible that sec values and behavior modification will occur.

Regardless of the intended ultimate objective fir participating in a leisure
activity, variations in the type of motivating stimuli can alter the results. The
variables that effect behavioral changes arc often difficult to identify, to say
nothing about measure. To complicate the situation further, the amount of
effort required of one individual to achieve a specified goal may be quite different
from that required for a second individual. Thus, if' the practitioner is to use
behavior modification in his program, it will be to his advantage to know what
the conditioning variables are and how to use them.

Behavior modification is commonly thought of as a process of altering a given
situation or condition, related to behavior, in a desired direction. Before this
can he accomplished, the practitioner must know what the situation is at the
time he starts, if' he wishes to measure the direction and amount of change.

'1J
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This level at which the behavior is occurring when the process is initiated is
called the baseline.

Being able to identify and measure behavior is essential for accurate research,
and this is where another problem is encountered. Valid and reliable instruments
for this purpose. which might be used by researchers or practitioners, are not
available for ever area within the field of parks and recreation. Indeed, it
would he nice fin. the public recreation administrator to conduct behavioral
modification researt mong the participants of his program, show the positive
values resulting atai t..ereby justify his budget requests. In like manner, it would
be nice for the park planner to test his proposed changes in a park development
on a sampling of society to see if his plans will have a positive effect. Similar
examples can be envisioned for those in employee recreation, youth serving
agencies and student union management. However, the recreation therapist
is probably the person who will first he able to use the process of behavior
modification as a tool in the field of leisure activities. In an institution like
a mental health center or physical rehabilitation center, where the variables
affecting the daily life of' the patients are more easily controlled, and in fact
must be controlled to achieve the desired therapeutic goals, it will be easier
to design research that can be measured.

By looking to certain other fields, we see that behavior modification research
has been under way for more than a decade. In fact, concern for use of outdoor
play equipment (Buell, Stoddard & Harris 1968) and for social-recreation skills
in children (Allen et al. 1964) has-resulted in the design, conducting, evaluating
and publishiLg of' research. In addition to published research, other published
works contain behavior modification literature related to the recreation field.
Row and Errileson wrote specifically on behavior modification in therapeutic
recreation in Behavior Modilicationfor the Mentally Retarded(Thompson & Grabow-
ski 1972). The fields of education, special education, educational psychology,
guidance and counseling, and sociology have reported doctoral studies in disser-
tation abstracts (see Selected Readings). While these arenot written in the field
of recreation, some were concerned either directly or indirectly with recreation
and related social skills. Studies in behavior modification have been conducted
by researchers in our field, For example, such research is being conducted
in an institution by a recreation therapeutist under the cooperative guidance
of a psychologist and a recreation educator. Becherer has been trying to cause
and measure a recreation behavior modification using reinforcement to achieve
a generalization (Becherer 1974). She is using independent observers to record
a child's actions at 10-second intervals during periods that the conditioned
response is being elicited, The results of this study and any others now underway
are important, but not its important as the realization that our field of recreation
can work cooperatively in research to better understand problems common to
more than one field.
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There seems to be an increasing recognition of the need for unable techniques
that will evoke a desired behavior, The Leisure Behavior Research Laboratory,
under the direction of Bishop, has completed several research projects, In one,
for example, to determine how to increase the percentage return of lengthy
questionnaires, a reward of a free dinner was made as a positive reinforcement
(Witt, Bishop & Salter 1971).

As mentioned eat Her, accurately identifying and measuring behavior is a major
problem. Researchers are limited by the lack of ability to single out and measure
many types of behavior. Why do some people participate in one type of recreation
activity and not another? Is there some characteristic that the participants of
one type activity have in common that is unlike people in general? Solutions
to these problems will assist in efforts to behavioral modification,

Conclusion

It must be remembered that little is known about why man behaves as he
does. Howevvr, it should be recognized that there has been an increase in the
quality and quantity of effort to better understand what is involved in leisure
behavior. Most encouraging is the realization that the recreation field can play
a role in behavior modification, and in a positive direction.
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RECREATION AS A SOCIAL INSTITUTION

Isabelle Walker
California State University
Northridge

The original intent of this paper was to provide the practitioner with broad
trends in the changing characteristics of recreation as a social institution.
However, in developing the strategies to meet such an objective it became clear
that only it tentative statement could be made at this time. Therefore, his paper
must he considered a preliminary and partial statement of the assignment. The
strategies and decisions made during preparation were many and arbitrary.
While the literature search in journals spanned an eight-year period (1965-1973),
there were no articles on recreation as a social institution until 1970. Other
references were used as background to develop the subject of social institutions.
Also, a decision was made to limit such a search specifically to recreation even
though resepch in the areas of natural resources and parks as environments
where recreation is pursued is an inseparable component of the recreation move-
ment.

INSTITUTIONS
But first one must define-. the term "social institution."- In the Dictionary q.

Social Sciences, institution is defined as:
...an aspect of social life in which distinctive value-orientations and interests,
centering upon large and important social concerns, generate or are accom-
panied by distinctive modes of interaction. Its uses emphasize important
social phenomena and relationships of strategic structural significance.
(Schneider 1964:338)

In other words, as Arenson notes (Lasswell et al. 1965, p. 384), the generic
term institution is an abstraction, not a perceivable reality. As an example, one
can perceive a family, but one cannot observe the family as a social institution.
Therefbre, one must be careful to avoid the. confusion that can arise between
the concept institution and the term association. In the final analysis, an association
is essentially composed of people while an institution is essentially composed
of interactions and interrelationships. One is saying there is a difference between
22 chosen men on a football field and the game of football.

Institutions, then, are social patterns that have distinctive value orientations,
direct the ordered behavior of human beings and characteristically tend to be
permanent and to resist change. They exist because they have been reasonably
successful in meeting societal needs.

Assessing changes in institutional forms and relationships, however, may be
difficult. Lundberg, Schragg and Larsen (1963) suggest that only in terms of
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specific standards can a particular institutional arrangement be evaluated. For
example, in the institution of the family, monogamy may be declared as "better"
than polygamy and vice versa. Likewise, certain types of recreation may be
considered "better" than others, thereby suggesting a value orientation of the
culture towards leisure alternatives. Further, predictions can be made concerning
which value systems are likely to exist and develop in a given society on the
basis of what is known about the interrelationships of institutions (Lundberg,
Schragg & Larsen 1963, pp. 483-484).

Elements of Institutions

In a highly differentiated society such as ours, one could logically expect
to find recreation institutionalized, Certainly recreation functions within such
value systems as government, education and the family. It follows then that
no institution, however classified, may be fully understoor! in isolation. However,
Witmer (1942) dots suggest one can gain an understanding of an institution
such as recreation by looking at the dynamics of four elements they have in
common. These are activities, personnel, a charter and norms, and material apparatus
(cf. Miller & Robinson 1963, pp. 15-17), all of which are organized and sys-
tematized to fulfill some social function. Since recreation is a social function
and would logically meet these criteria, one should be able to investigate organized
recreation at this abstract level. This paper addresses itself to one of these ele-
ments, that of activities.

V alues

However, one must first consider the underlying theme of the American
value orientation towards leisure and rPaet;on. While there is a quantity of
writings on institutional patterns of the family, work and leisure, few authors
have written of their relative positions as interrelated value systems. Kluckhohn
and Stodtbeck (1961) suggest that American occupational-economic behavior
is associated with middle class values while other studies indicate that this value
system dominates other value-oriented behavior.

Jackson (1973) pursues this line of inquiry by asking whether subgroups iden-
tified as being variant to the middle class in their. value orientation would also
subscribe to variant leisure attitudes, He asked the question whether, in contrast
to the dominant profile of middle class America, lower class Mexican Americans
would subscribe to a different set of beliefs in terms of middle class values
and leisure attitudes. He found that this ethnic subgroup was variant on both
dimensions. This group showed in their leisure attitudes greater orientation
toward the recreational value sphere than the occupational sphere of the middle
class, He continents that recreation professionals often express concern for the
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worthy use of leisure especially with regard to dependent groups such as the
poor and the elderly which he wonders might he interpreted as a logical out-
growth of their values as middle class professionals. He further suggests that
subscribing to a need for cultural uniformity does not provide adequate
guidelines for leisure planning and, second, that many of those responsible
for providing direction and substance to leisure programs and services are com-
mitted to values of the dominant middle class culture.

Variant value-orientation is also reflected in the work done by Clark et al.
(1971) where their research findings suggest that campers and managers of
campsites, while endorsing the same camping goals, disagree as to the types
of activities needed for attaining these goals. Furthermore, they found important
differences in the way both groups perceived behavioral problems in the
campgrounds. The authors question whether these differences may be attributed
to the social goals and urban behavior patterns of campers compared to the
more traditional, natural environment-oriented expectations for camping
behavior held by the recreation managers.

The dichotomy between urban value systems and the more traditional natural
environment orientation is further supported in a study that fecuses on changing
:aloe- orientation to activities and their delivery. Hendricks (1971) notes that
leisure behavior differs with situational antecedents, in particular the urban
environment and life styles. Specifically he Rcuses on the types of leisure behavior
exhibited by apartment and single flintily home dwellers. The author was con-
cerned with whether increased urbanization brought decreases in the traditional
forms of recreational expression. The assumption made was that apartment
dwellers might he considered representative of an urban orientation and their
behavior could be considered indicative of behavior we might expect from urban
residents c }' the future. Using urban activities (going to museums, social dancing,
etc.) and outdoor activities (camphig) as variables he found that apartment and
home dwellers differ in their orientation toward these activities, Further, they
differ to the degree to which the two groups take advantage of the types of
acti% i'ies available. Apartment residents made more use of urban activities while
sing'c family home dwellers were involved to a higher degree in activities involv-
ing the outdoors in a fashion similar to that which we would encounter in
a rural environment.

These studies seem to confirm what social commentators are saying that
the American society is not a melting pot (see Novak 1972 as a commentary
on this point). Practitioners need to recogitize the pluralistic nature of our institu-
tional value systems. Recreators are then called upon to view their obligations
for providing service as involving what Danforth and Shirley call the principle
of individual differences (1970, p. 42).

QC equal importance for consideration is the thread of speculative evidence
that new value systems are emerging, value-orientations that are tooted in the
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cultural mix of large, urban America rather than in the natural environment
of' the traditional rural America.

Activities

One of the basic elements of a social institution is activities. Recreation activities
can be considered characteristic of recreation for they are the medium of the
delivery system. They function as the goals for municipal agencies and as tools
for such diverse settings as schools and rehabilitation and industrial establish-
ments. They form part of the communication media, of tourism, and commercial
ventures. These make up part of the cluster of activities by which the institutionali-
zation of some parts of the recreational culture patterns may be identified (Miller
& Robinson 1963, p. 16).

Activities may be viewed as (1) having content and fbrtn or (2) as being seated
in personal, social and physical environments. It is within this latter context
that some recreation research is generating evidence which suggests that activities
considered as ends in themselves fall short of explaining true leisure/recreational
behavior. Knopp (1972), for example, suggests that the environments may be
more closely related to the function of recreation than form.

Within the social environment it can be stated that one must know the causes
as well as the consequences of leisure behavior choices. Recent studies report
that early childhood recreation does influence later participation patterns of
adults. Sofranko and Nolan, for example, provide a focus to their findings
by stating that "much of what occurs in adult life stems from participation
in social forms and institutions during childh, -td and from the transmission
of values and attitudes of parents and other groups in which individuals are
members" (1972, p. 7). They found, as expected, both one's residence as a
youth and the source of introduction to the activity were related to the extent
of participation during one's youth. Contrary to their expectations, they found
intervening variables from participation as a youth to adult levels of participation
reduced the direct influence of current participation choices. They conclude
that in the future youths will have fewer opportunities to participate in hunting
and fishing activities when their parents have substantially reduced their involve-
ment as adults. One consequence of this reduction will be a proportional decline
in participation in these activities among all adults. They further suggest that
if' work situations become more amenable to increased participation in recreation
activity as an intervening variable, this condition could bring about decreased
importance of background influences. In other words, situational variables are
effective in anticipating recreation behavior and choice of activities.

This speculation is supported by studies that have investigated situational
antecedents to leisure behavior. Field and O'Leary identified the social group
as a basis for leisure participation and activity choice. In a survey of' an adult
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population and their participation in water-based activities they round that the
participants' social characteristics did not account for the frequency with which
they participated in a given activity. However, when they considered the social
group in which the participation occurred, the differential frequency or participa-
don was more Fully explained. The authors speculate that "activities appear
to be changeable (and) in terms of identifying human behavior associated with
leisure settings or places, too much emphasis has been placed on what people
do" (1973, p. 25).

These findings are further supported by Cheek (1971) who found the social
group to be important to participation patterns in the use of parks and by
Bu Item' and Wood (1970) where the group proved to be important to the elderly
and their recreation pursuits.

Further supporting the contextual argument or situational antecedents to
choice of activity and leisure behavior is the study by Witt and Bishop (1970).
In their attempt to document empirically the various theoretical explanatioos
or leisure and recreation they established a relationship between past events
and subsequent behavior. They gave students a situation such as "you have
just lost all of your class notes for your hardest class. You return from searching
For them feeling frustrated and under extreme tension." The student was given
a variety of choices from which to decide what would be his subsequent, action.
The diverse situations aroused various subsequent leisure behavioral attitudes
depending on how the student interpreted the situation.

The situational context or behavior, though often observed, is not usually
incorporated into the actual planning and development of recreation programs.
What is being suggested to the practitioner is that participants may approach
the same activity ill different settings or participate over time in a variety. of
activities to fit differing personal and social needs. Practitioners need to be
aware or these needs and provide the most flexible of activity variety to meet
the needs.

Now much awareness may he more Fully lbstered is suggested by Steele and
Z umber (1973) in their exploration of the utility of the concept "ephemeral
role" For integrating social and psychological factors which influence an
individual to choose a particular sport activity as a leisure pursuit. The voluntary
choice of a person to participate in a leisure activity is the central characteristic
of an ephemeral role. Noting that the enactment of dominant social roles signifi-
cantly affects self-concept and choice of friendship networks, the authors round
that when dominant roles conflicted with aspects of sell-concept in. with expecta-
tions fin' interaction or when individuals were dissatisfied with the dominant
rules, they would enact ephemeral roles to meet these discrepancies. This Finding
suggests to the practitioner that when an individual 's work role does not meet
his expectations, the person would be expected to turn to) his leisure role n'
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This line of inquiry then adds to the growing concern of practitioners who
feel that recreation professionals need to be more experienced in understanding
and meeting human needs and less concerned with the content and form that
expression of need takes.

In this preliminary review of recent research this author has found the
documentation of recreation as a social institution mostly descriptive and his-
torical. Little systatic effort has been made to document relationships within
recreation or relationships between institutions (i.e education and recreation).
As stated earlier, an institution is by definition an abstraction. Evaluating its
effectiveness is dependent on theoretical explanations, lacking today in recreation
research. Until research gets out of what Brown and his colleagues (1973) call
the "so what' stage, practitioners are hindered in their evaluation of how well
they meet the needs of American society. What this author is suggesting is

that there is a wide range of social variables that need to he incorporated into
meaningful conceptual schemata. In the absence of a commonly accepted theoret-
ical framework for understanding the recreational process it is difficult to estab-

lish criteria for judging the behavioral consequence of a particular recreation
environment.

On the other hand, practitioners should recognize the researchers' preliminary
evidence that urban environments and their plurality of value orientations and
the diminishing importance of the activity per se are changing the character
of recreation. What-has been pr-sented, however, is tentative and speculative.
Only replication and Further inquiry will allow for the development of middle
range theories that are necessary so that recreation research can leave behind
the "so what" position current today. Only then will recreation researchers have
something definitive to say to the recreation practitioner.
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THERAPEUTIC RECREATION RESEARCH AND
THE RECREATION PRACTITIONER

Fred Moran
Unvervity of Oregon
Eugene

When recreation research is discussed among recreation professionals, some-
one usually quips, "What research?" This type of humor is based partially upon
a realistic feeling concerning the type and quality of work labeled "research,"
yet it, also reflects the general lack of awareness as to the actual state of recreation
research in each of the subspecializations, including recreation services for the
ill, disabled, disadvantaged and aging.

There have been numerous references in the professional literature to the
state of therapeutic recreation research. However, none of these has been based
upon more than a casual scan of the research available and none has reported
a detailed analysis involving a systematic collection and interpretation of raw
data. Part of the rationale for this situation is probably due to the arduous
nature of such a task. Also, because a need has persisted for some time for
such information, vague impressions have been substituted for literal data to
meet this need.

The difficulty of' analyzing and evaluating therapeutic recreation research
has been reduced partially by the development of the computer-based informa-
tion acquisition, storage, retrieval and dissemination center known as TRIC

Therapeutic Recreation Information Center. This first systematic effort to
gather together and tag with numerous descriptor labels the literature produced
by and related to recreation service for ill and disabled persons has now made
possible several analytical tasks that previously would have appeared f'ar too
unwieldly in view of the cost-benefits involved. This paper represents a first
step in utilizing this capability of the TRIC system to provide an organized
data base of research related to therapeutic recreation for analysis. Consequently,
the leve chosen have been kept relatively simple to include a larger scope
in the analytical process.

METHOD

To obtain document references and abstracts concerned with therapeutic
recreation research, an infbrination request was submitted to TRIC utilizing

This papa tcar presented at the 197.4 Annual Convention or the Anglican Alliance fin. health,
Phssical Ed 'cation and Recreation in Anaheim, CalilOrnia, Aims 2, 11)7.1.
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the general descriptor term "research reports." In the process of acquiring nut-
teriak for the RIC data base, any formal presentation of research findingF.
is indexed with this general descriptor as well as specific conditions of the study
such as content area, setting, methodology and general classification of the popu-
lation studied, particularly age classifications and social constellations.

The computer produced from the TR1C data bank 210 citations and abstracts
which had been published between 1965 and. 1973 (the scope of the systematic
retrieval and storage of at the time the search was prepared) and identifiable
as reports of research related to some aspect of recreation service to the ill
and disabled. A content analysis of these citations and abstracts was undertaken
to determine the frequency of research studies conducted in relation to the
variables of content area and methodology (Table 1)* and content area and
setting (Table 2). The frequency of studies and their percentage distribution
were computed for subject categories (Table 3), method categories (Table 4),
setting categories (Table 5) and content area general categories (Table 6). The
accuracy of' this information was checked through two procedures, More than
100 of the studies were compared with their prepared abstracts, and the results
of the computer printouts in each content area were cross-checked with the
articles and all of the citations and abstracts used in the content analysis.

'the simple fact that 210 research studies had been reported in-the professional
literature or made available through seminars, conferences, etc. is, perhaps,.
the most significant finding of this effort, It would appear to answer, at leash
in pail, the question "What research?" when discussing research related to
therapeutic recreation service specifically, and may also give some pause for
consideration to other areas of recreation service.

In addition to the revelation that the number of research efThrts gives to
us, analysis also revealed information regarding preconceived notions about
methodologies, content areas and age categories. It has generally been assumed,
in academic circles, that most therapeutic recreation research focused on mentally
retarded children in institutions and involved the survey technique. In terms
of research design, it was surprising, thereffire, to discover that 68 studies (32
percent of the group examined) employed an experimental design. While Table
1 reveals that. there were more studies in mental retardation than in any other
area, the other areas are well represented and appear to he gaining in significance,

*the author %%1)111(1 like to acknowletlge gratefully the technical assistance of Lorna Fetter of the
Dt'lhilittit'111 Ret reatitat, t 'Diversity or %Valeto in the preparation Of Tables 1.11 which appear
at the ultd ol this chapter.
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particularly aging and social deviance, with a recent focus on recreation in correc-
tional settings.

Therapeutic recreation research tends to he conducted within an
institutionalized framework (Table 2); however, the Nei that 25 percent of the
studies examined (Table 5) took place in a community setting indicates an increas-
ing trend in this direction. While the data did not reveal a correlation between
methodology and setting, the impression received during the content analysis
procedure was that a large concentration of the community research used either
the survey or case study technique and most of the experimental research was
conducted within the more structured framework of an institutional setting.

The general impression that the age classification represented by children
receives more attention than any other category was supported by analysis (Table
3). However, the titegories of youth, adults and aged make strong showings
and appear to have increased in recent years. This is in line with the statement
made earlier that the content areas represented by the aging and deviant youth
have received increased research interest lately.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the content analysis of therapeutic recreation research have
provided an empirical base for seriously questioning some assumptions related
to research on recreation for the ill and disabled; there also is empirical support
for other assumptions. This is not at all-surprising with this type of basic analysis.
What is significant is which assumptions have been supported by the analysis
and which have been rejected.

This investigation offers the educator, researcher, practitioner and even casu-
ally interested observer several meaningful starting points from which to begin
seeking answers to questions of specific interest. First, it answers, . more than
general terms the question "What research?" While the quality and significance
of the research effbrts examined have not been evaluated in this report, at
least we now have a clearer picture as to the what, who and how of therapeutic
recreation research activity. Evaluation of this activity should be the next step
and will require a rigorous application of systematic evaluation techniques to
be meaningful.

An additional revelation of the content analysis was the depth and lack of
depth in simple frequency and percentage terms of research activity in specific
;netts, It is often of interest to persons concerned with an area of recreation
service to determine the where and how murk of research activity as a guide
to their decision-making efforts. For example, a student wishing to engage in
depth analysis would not want to go to a content area which was sparsely
researched. This would also be true for a leader or supervisor of a recreation

35
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program for ill and disabled persons interested in applying the results of the
most recent studies to his work. Granting agencies, both public and private,
may be interested in categorized breakdowns of the type presented here upon
which to base further research Cu nding decisions. In short, basic analytical activity
of this nature can he used in numerous ways.

In many respects, the information produced by a content analysis of the
selected research studies can he reacted to in the manner of a Zen Buddhist
poem: you can take it any way you want to. Several years ago Lois Timmins
wrote an article about therapeutic recreation entitled 'the Sound of One Hand."
This title was taken from the question posed to students of Zen Buddhism:
"What is the sound of one hand clapping?" We can create our own response
to this question as it relates to our concern with the research process in recreation
service: The sound u/ one hand clapping is what the researcher hears when he presents
his findings to the field - the practitioner, student, administmlor, educator and even
other researchers - and none is attentive to his elk's. lint when these same people seek
out the results o/ research and willingly endeavor to pedinin the difficult task 4. applying
the research results to their specific situations, that becomes the sound of many hands
clapping.

It cannot be left unstated that the researcher also has a responsibility to be
concerned with the needs of those seeking to apply research to their work.
It is, in fact,- a situation- of dual responsibility and -mutual interdependence.
Without it, all the realm of research will be symbolized by "the sound of one
hand clapping." We each have the opportunity to determine if that is all we
wish to hear.
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TABLE 1

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN RELATION TO CONTENT AREA

CONTENT AREA METHODOLOGY

CASE HIS rORICAL
SURVEY EXPEL STUDY ANALYSIS OTHER TOTAL

AGING
Well Aged 4 5 9
Nursing Home 6 6 I 13

SubTotal 10 11 I 22

MENTAL ILLNESS
Organic
Psychogenic 3 6 I 10

General 8 6 3 I 18

SubTotal II 12 4 I 28

MENTAL RETARDA'T'ION
Mild 6 8 1 1 16

Moderate 2 6 2 10

Severe 3 2 5

Profi)und 3 3

General 6 6 2 2 2 18

Sub-Total 14 26 7 2 3 52

PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
Blind 4 4

Deaf I I 2

Respiratory I I

Ambulation 3 I 4

Cardiovascular 2 I 3

Neurological 3 6 9
Multiple 5 1 6
Other 9 4 13

SubEotal 27 12 1 2 42

SOCIAL. DEVIANCE
Youth 8 4 7 19

Adult 4 1 2 7

Sub: Total 12 5 9 26

GENERAL ILLNESS 2 1 1 4

oni ER (COMM. SURVEYS) 28 1 2 5 36
Sub-Total 30 2 3 5 40

GENERAL TOTALS: 104 68 25 8 5 210
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TABLE 2

RESEARCH SETTING RELATED TO CONTENT AREA

CONTENT AREA SETTING

HOS
PITAL CAMP

REHAB COM
SCH. GTR. MUNITY OTHER TOTAL

AGING
Well Aged 2 3 3 I 9
Nursing Mune 9 4 13

Sub1"utal I I 7 3 I 22

MENTAL ILLNESS
Orgititie 0
Psycht 'genic 2 10

General 7 6 .2 2 18

Sub-Total 15 6 1 2 28

NIENTAI. RETARDATION
Nlild I 2 9 3 16

Nloderaie 3 fi 10

Severe 2 3 5

Profound 3 3
Cetteral 4 9 3 2 -18

Sub-Total 3 9 29 7 2 52

PI I1'S1(:Al. DISABILITIES
Blind I I 2 4

Deaf I I 2
Respiratory 1 I

Ambulation 2 I I .1

(:ardiovast plat 3 3
Neurological 3 1 2 9
NItiltiple I 2 3 6
Other 3 3 2 I 13

Sub-Total .1 1 II 6 lb 2 42

SOCIAL 111.X 1 A NCF.
l'otolt I 6 5 .1 3 19

Adult I 3 2 I 7
Sub-Total 2 6 5 7 5 I 26

( il.INERAI. ILLNESS 4 4

0.1111.:R I I 5 I IS 10 36
Sub- fotal 5 I 5 I IS 10 .H)

GENERAL TOTALS: 411 26 50 23 52 19 210
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TABLE 3

FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF RESEARCH STUDY SUBJECT CATEGORIES

SUBJECT CATEGORY # OF STUDIES

Children
Youth
Adults
Aged
Family
Agencies
Other

Totals

62 29
36 18

40 19

22
I2
28 13

10 5

210 100

TABLE 4

FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF RESEARCH STUDY METHOD CATEGORIES

METHOD CATEGORY # OF STUDIES

Survey
Experiment
Case Study
Historical Analysis
Other

Totals

104 49
68 3:3

25 12

10 5

210 100

TABLE 5

FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF RESEARCH STUDY SETTING CATEGORIES

SETTING # OF STUDIES

Hospital 4 19

Camp 26 12

School 51 '24

Rehabilitation Center 23 11

Community 52 '25

Other 18 9

Totals 210 100

it
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TABLE 6

FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
RESEARCH STUDY CONTENT AREA GENERAL CATEGORIES

GENERAL CONTENT
AREA CATEGORIES # OF STUDIES

Aging
Mental Illness
Mental Retardation
Physical Disabilities
Social Deviance
General and Other

22
28
52
12
26
0

10

13

25
21

12

19

'rods 210 100



THE FUTURE OF LEISURE STUDIES

Hi li Ibrahim
Whittier College
Whittier, Cayor ia

Recently, a number of leisure studies departments were added or developed
on many campuses across the United States and Canada; this action should
have been preceded by some consensus as to what constitutes leisure studies.
Such consensus is needed so that a sound basis may be established for a relevant,
productive and meaningful field of study.

A lack of a unifying "theory" on leisure is seen as the stumbling block to
any productive leisure studies (Bull 1973a, p. 146). This may be due to the
apparent lack of agreement on what leisure is. Sometimes it appears as though
the concept of leisure is looked upon in three irreconcilable ways;

1. As a block of free time as opposed to work timethe time beyond that
which is required for existence and subsistence (Brightbill 1960, p. 4).

2. As a form of human activity as opp9sed to work activity. Leisure in this
case is to be used for relaxation, diversion and personal improvement
(Dumazedier 1967, pp. 16.17).

3. As a state of mind of a human actor which may be used to analyze human
activities (deGrazia 1964, pp. 5.6).

During the annual me-ting of the Midwest Sociological Society in Kansas
in April 1972, the four panelists on the leisure studies section concluded that
the field is in fact an amalgamation of subfields such as voluntary organizations,
family, sport, recreation, etc. They stated the hope that as a theory of leisure
behavior is built up, the various subfields will be covered up by it (Bull, 1973a.

p. 145).
In this paper we will try to find if it is possible to provide a "theory" of

!eisure behavior, who will provide it and how.

THEORY CONSTRUCTION

Ideally, a theory should provide for a conceptual framework which allows
for observation, description and mainly explanation. Explanation requires a
general statement of universal nature (Willer 1967, p. 26) which, once reached,
allows prediction. Ultimately, the laws of the theory should help in controlling
the phenomenon. Stinchcomhe (1968, p. 26) advocated that social theory is

This paper %vas read at the California Association for flealth, Physical Education, and Recreation
annual conference, Si III Jose, April 7, 1974,
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primarily to create the capacity to invent explanation and only secondarily, at
least at this stage of development social science, to predict and control. lie
explicitly admonished against developing theories with prediction and control
in mind.

Other social scientists (Broadbeck 1963; Meehan 1968; Schragg 1967) sug-
gested since conceptualization requires precise definitions that nominal defini-
tions should be used. A nominal definition is validated by reflecting upon the
meanings of the constinient manifestations of a concept and not its empiiical
validation (meaning analysis as against empirical analysis). In the area of leisure
this constitutes a great difficulty since the concept means different things to
the different theorists engaged in research. Perhaps the fact that leisure research
draws from dramatically difkre t fields of endeavor is the core of the problem. We
will elaborate on this point later.

Even if differences arc patched up among leisure researchers, a few difficult
tasks are ahead. Among these is an agreement on the boundaries q' Ihe phenomenon
u/ leisure. Although phenomena vary as to their affiliation, rain being a physical
phenomenon, reptiles a biological one, and caste a social phenomenon, they
tend to fall into one of two categories: (1) phenomena that stand out (rain,
reptile, sex) and (2) phenomena that have to be cut out (class, psyche, leisure).
An agreeinent should be reached as to the boundaries of the leisure phenomenon
and its relationship to adjacent phenomena, such as play and culture, Such
a step is -necessary before an agreement is reached on the variables affecting
the phenomenon. These variables, and the relationships among them, would
be used (I) to make salient sonic of the characteristics of the phenomena and,
(2) to distinguish between the necessary and sufficient conditions for the
phenomenon to occur.

A distinction between neensary and sufficient conditions must be drawn before
an understanding of the leisure phenomenon may occur. If a variable or a
relationship between two variables is held to be antecedent to the phenomenon,
such is a necessary condition, (e.g., free time). On the whet hand, if a variable
is held to be theoretically antecedent to the phenomenon, we have a sufficient
condition (e.g., discretionary income).

One must hear in niind that the mere listing of variables is insufficient to
explain adequately the leisure phenomenon. The relationship among them
should be discussed and exhausted. Vet it is rather difficult, if' not impossible,
to present these relationships in a perfect isomorph to the empirical situation,
Although this tnav be taken as a serious inadequacy, discrepancies are inevitable
and are expected at this stage of social science. To overcome this, Meehan
(1 9(18), suggested the crier/A paribas clause (rp) to deal with any discrepancy.
A "theory" of leisure would have to include a large cp clause. A well-established
theory has no rp clause which means that a goodness of fit between the system
and the empirical reality exists.
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In the developing area of social science a set of hypotheses, before validation,
is sometimes called theory. This is of course improper, and unless certain criteria
such as precision, reliability, closure and completeness are met, a set of hypotheses
should not be called a theory. In the meantime, it is hoped that the "theory"
of leisure is not going to be a mere set of hypotheses, Such a theory may fall
on the second level of Stinchcombe's seven levels of generality (1968, pp. 48-50):

1. General idea about causality
2. General causal imageries in explaning a phenomenon
3. Broad distinction among classes of phenomena
1. Ideas about the cause of one broad class of phenomenon
5. Theories that one variable explains another variable
6. The empirical consequence of a theory, if true
7. A support or a refute of step six.

LEISURE RESEARCH

If leisure researchers should agree on the nature of the phenomenon and
its boundaries, is there any hope of developing a "theory" soon? The answer
is, tin finitimitely, no. Perhaps Forscher (1963) explains why:

... among the activities... of matt (was) scientific: research... the perfUrtners
(scientists) were builders %vim constructed edifices called explanations..
by assembling bricks called facts. The making of bricks was a difficult and
expensii.e to . . (thus they made) only bricks of the shape and
sie necessary for the enterprise at hand. The builder was guided in this
manufacture by a blueprint, called a theory... a misunderstanding spread.

. the brickmakers became obsessed with the making of bricks. . the land
was flooded with bricks... It became necessary to organize more and more
storage places, called journals... It became difficult to find as suitable lot
for construction of ameditice because the ground was covered with loose
bricks (of different sues and shapes) .

to put it mildly, our lot, on which we could have built a leisure theory,
is covered with loose bricks. We need to clear it and check our storage place
as to what actually exists. Fortmiately, our storage places are relatively new,
We have two large sit I age places (the journal of Leisure Research. and the
o/ Sociolv and Leisure) and a number of little ones.

Content analysis of the jotorna/ o/ Leisure Research during its first three years
(Van Doren & Heit 1973) revealed the following!

Vrequency
Technique-Method-Theory 11

Social Change-Leisure l 1

Behavior-Attitude 9
Economics 7

Percentage
17,7

17,7
14.5
11,3
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Frequency Percentage

User Resource Relationship 6 9.7
ReviewBibliography 5 8,2
Therapeutic 4 6,5
Perception 3 4,8
Occupational-Recreational Leaders 2 3.2
Site Interpretation 2 3.2
Tourism and Travel 2 3,2

62
For the purpose of this paper, content analysis of the other publication, Society

and Leisure, was conducted for the first four volumes and revealed the knowing:

Frequency Percentage
Trends and Philosophy 30 21.8
Pedagogy (including adult education) 26 19.8
Youth 24 17.7
Environment 20 14,8
Methodology 12 8.8
Time Budget & Planning 10 7.5
Activities (sport, art, culture) 8 5,9
Comparative Studies 4 2,9
Biographies 1 .8
Biological Studies 1 .8

136

From these two content analyses, it is easy to surmise that the bricks are
of different sizes and shapes, Gray (1973) tried to make sense out of leisure
research and classified it into three categories:

1, Recreation Studies: These studies involve planning issues concerned with
determining interest in certain activities, predicting the level of use of certain
facilities, and planning accordingly. The tn0thodology used here is usually survey
research. Survey research is frowned upon since only a very small proportion
of the variance could be explained (Burdge & Hendricks 1973), This may be
due to the dynamic nature of leisure activity. Burdge and Hendricks suggested
in-depth studies of a large aggregate of persons who share similar demographic
and social characteristics,

2. Budget Time Studies: These studies focus on activities also, but in addition
provide a more accurate means of getting the data, Luschen (1973) believes
that. more sophistication is needed in time-budget studies, not so much on the
basis of advanced statistics, but on continuous validity and reliability checks.
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This refers back to the question of concepts and conceptualization. Perhaps
an emphasis on observational data may reduce the malaise of time-hudget studies.

3. SoriologiCal Studies: For decades sociologists have engaged in studies on
the family, voluntary organizations and other informal networks without calling
them leisure research. Accordingly. when Bull (I 973b) asked the question, "What.
contribution have sociologists carrying out research into lehn .e behavior made
to sociology as a whole?," his answer was: "Very little." He Mllet.' the noncumula-
tive aspect of leisure research. This brings us to the questions of bricks.

Bull ( 973h) suggested four reasons for the noncumulative nature of leisure
research;

I. There is a tendency to use typology which does little to bring together
various leisure behaviors that have certain characteristics in common.

2. Leisure research has dealt with description rather than explanation or
prediction.

3. A few sociologists have worked in the field for a sustained period of time,
. There is a lack of available funds to carry out leisure research.
Mudge and Hendricks, who served as editor and hook editor of the journal

of Leisure Research, suggested that five problems hinder the scientific investigation
of leisure (1973):

1. Snivel, research on leisure' activity. The weakness in this type of research is
that the simple enumeration may not show the intensity or breadth of the activity,
group influences which perpetuated or terminated the activity and the life style
which may have brought about a change in leisure behavior. Studies over time
may In! helpful here,

2. The group nature of leisure activity. Leisure is group-based behavior and
research must investigate the question of how leisure groups form, what is their
significance and how groups influence individual leisure patterns. A major
methodological breakthrough will no doubt be needed to study groups in leisure
settings.

3. Problem% with the .%trocanil variables. It is suggested that survey information
is divided into the "doers" and "non-doers," Such structural variables are not
used and it seems that those individuals who are not engaged in any type of
"structured" leisure are not doing anything in the society.

'I. The .sndv o/ time. Research might begin by exploring how %arions groups
and individuals perceive and use time. It is also suggested that the new combina-
lions of Free time should be explored further.

hevion, leisure. A good sociological analysis is needed of what (different
subgroups of the society view as acceptable leisure. Other 111;111 what the major
leisure and recreational institutions of society have defined as good use of free
time, "deviant" recreational acts should be analyzed.

We agree NH heartedly with Mudge and Hendricks, although with some
apprehension. It seems as though sociologists have missed the boat when it
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comes to the advancement of their science. Perhaps in the words of one of
their well-known colleagues lies the answer. Mice les stated that sociology is
dubbed "the painful elaboration of the obvious" (1964, p. 19). While he may
not agree with this, there is a great deal of truth to it. No one would label
economics or political science as being engaged in an elaboration of the obvious.
It seems that sociologists in their insistence that their discipline is scientific have
plunged into statistical elaboration which is not in fact needed. What is needed,
in this writer's opinion, is more and more mapping. Statistical elaboration may
be useful at a later date when more characteristics of our social and sociological
behavior are collected (more of number 1 above).

Would this be possible in leisure research? With the dominance of sociologists
over the two main publications, it is rather doubtful. For, despite Bull's advocation
that there is a lack of sociologists interested in leisure research, they dominate
the scene as follows.

LEISURE RESEARCHERS

To determine.the backgrounds of persons engaged in leisure research, other
analyses were needed. Van Doren and Heil (1973) provided us with the affiliaticm
of contributors to the journal of Leisure Research in its first three years of pub-
lication:

Affiliation
Sociology & Anthropology
Recreation

Frequency
19
15

Percentage
11 ,84 ,` 11

U.S. Forest Department
Economics & Agriculture

13

7
12.5

(1.7

Business 7 (1.7

Research Institute (University) 7 6.7
Geography 6 5.8
Psychology 6 5,8
Field Prokssionals 6 5.8
Federal Agencies 4 3.8
Forestry School 3 2.9
Public Health School 3 2.9
Research Institute (Private) 3 2.9
Field Professionals (University) 2 1.9
l'aigineering School I 1.9
Unclassified 2 1.9

104
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In the Bulletin qf Society and Leisure, the picture is quite different. The following
summarizes the affiliation of the contributors to that publication in its first
four years of publication:

Affiliation Frequency Percentage
Social Science/Sociology (University) 34 24.4
Adult Education Centers 20 14,8
Research and Planning Institutes 19 14.1
Unclassified 19 14.1
Academy of Science 13 . 9.5
Philosophy (University) 10 7.5
Government (Local and National) 5 3.7
Economics (University) 5 3.7 .

Recreation (University) 3 2.2
Agriculture (University) 3 2.2
Geography (University) 3 2.2
Medicine (University) 1 .8
Political Science (University) 1 .8

136

When the data from both analyses were combined, they revealed that most
leisure researchers are affiliated with sociology and social science in general
(22.9%), _followed by research and planning personnel (12.9%), adult educators
(8.3%) and recrealogists (7.6%). Others are foresters (6.6%) and economists
and agriculturists (6.2%). There is also a high percentage of unclassified
researchers (8.9%). These varied backgrounds may have contributed to the lack
of consensus on the nature of leisure. One doubts that any area of social science
is converged upon by scholars with such varied backgrounds,

The most promising aspect of leisure studies is their universality. The Bulletin
Sariely and Leisure, which is supported in part by UNESCO, reflects the interna-

tional flavor concerning leisure. The Bulletin is published in Prague and includes
the writings of scholars from some 22- countries. Following are the countries
and the frequency and percentage of published material from these countries:

Country
Czechoslovakia
France
Poland
United States
Yugoslavia

Frequency Percentage
19 13.9
14 9.6
11 8.3
11 8.3
I I 8.3
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Frequency Percentage

Britain 9 6.7
USSR 8
Sweden 6 4.1
Hungary 5 3,7
Belgium 5 3,7
East Germany 5 3.7
Switzerland 5 3,7
Canada 3 2.4
Finland 2.4
Romania 3 2,4
West Germany 3 2,4
Italy 3 2.4
Netherlands 3 2.4
Spain 3 2.4
Bulgaria 2 1.6

Austria 1 .8

Norway 1 .8

136

The increased interest of the Czechs is apparently a result of having the
Bulletin published in their capital, otherwise there seems to be an even distribution
of interest across Europe in the subject of leisure, We must point out that the
European concept of leisure varies rather drastically from the American view,
particularly when both ideological blocks are compared. The inclusion of adult
education in the Bulletin is but one example of these differences.

It is universality, rather than anything else, that gives promise to leisure and
leisure research. We quoted Willer earlier as stating that explanation of a
phenomenon requires a general statement of universal nature (1967, p. 26).
Unfortunately, for a number of years American sociologists have had some
negative attitudes toward crosscultural and comparative studies, as reflected
in their writings and teaching, including their contributions to leisure. This
despite Durkheim's admonition that one cannot explain a social fact of any
complexity except by following its complete development through all social
species (1938). I leisure were a real social fact, it would have to be followed
and studied at all levels of' its development.

What should be done first is an agreement with Durkheim. Funds, scholars
and, ironically, time would be needed next. With a reasonable sense of direction,



cross-cultural cooperation and patience, a "dimly" of leisure may eventually evolve, The
following may serve as modus operandi:

1. A national group should be formed representing the National Recreation
and Park Association and the National Leisure and Recreation Association of
AA HPER.

2. This group should seek to cooperate with the European Center for the
Study of Leisure in Prague.

3. Funds should be sought, not from the federal government, but from a
national foundation that may give leisure research some permanency.

Until then all these departments of leisure studies would have to put up
with fragmented approaches to varied human activities with the hope that some
sense may come out of them.

It is my intuitive conviction that leisure research may provide some badly
needed answers in social psychology and sociology.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Gone are the days when (me could find everything he needed/wanted to know about
a subject in one hook or even in one place, We are in an information explosion where
manual search and review orall existing knowledge in an area of concern is an overwhelm-
ing or impossible task for the researcher. This wealth of information is surpassed only
by its need. Yet, clue to the magnitude or materials to be searched, much intinination
is not readily accessible. Fortunately For the student, educator, practitioner, parent, vol-
unteer and researcher, there are agencies and organizations which retrieve, catalogue,
and disseminate intimation. This Guide has been developed as an aid to identify and
use information resources relevant to recreation, physical education and related areas
for impaired, disabled and handicapped persons.

Resources listed in this Guide are of two types: infornuaiwt systems and (unpile(' Jourres.
Compiled sources tend to be relatively specific in area delineation; systems may be either
specific or broad in both area of concern and variety of data Forms in the information
base. In addition to collecting intimation, both types of resources may provide for
abstracting and/or indexing of these materials; the intinination system generally provides
an extension of services such as interpretation and evaluation of materials collected,
manual or machine search or the system upon request, and/or reproduction of specific
resources requested. The intinination base these resources may include all, a com-
bination, or only one of the Following: journal articles, unpublished research reports,
doctoral dissertations, masters theses, scholarly hooks out of print, government docu-
ments, project reports, conference reports, curriculum guides, bibliographies, and other
forms of practical and/or theoretical data.

Co make efficient use of intinination systems, the user should-become -Familiar with
the procedure and tools of systems he feels meet his intinination needs. Many systems
produce a periodic index and/or abstract ,journal which provides the user with direct
access to the system's information base. Some systems produce a thesaurus and/or subject
index to aid in identifying descriptors that apply to the information need of the user;
this must be consulted either in conjunction with the system's abstract journal or periodic
index, or used alone in requesting a demand search. Demand searches, where in !initiation
is either manually or machine retrieved to meet the user's specifications, are provided
by some systems as the only access to the information base and by other systems as
a tool to be used only after the user's information needs are not met by consulting
the sYstein's abstract journal or periodic index. The output from such a request might
be a list of citations, an annotated bibliography, or a literature packet containing reprints
of journal articles, abstracts and/or newsletters.

Abstract j(ntrnals, periodic indexes, thesami and subject indexes of most infiirmaticin
systems, in addition to being available for purchase, can be Found at university, medical,
public, and special libraries. Access to materials cited in indexes and bibliographies can
be !Mind through direct request to the author, through libraries and on inter-library
loan, or through purchase directly' Front the system in the form of microfilm, microfiche,
xerographic copy (readable enlargement of mi(;rtifilm), and/or hard copy. Specifics as
to scope of concern, data base, tools, procedure for use, search results, and available
re;:roduction of materials are listed For each resource.
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CONTENTS

Information Systems

Computer Based Resource Units
Council for Exceptional Children Information Center
Educational Resources Infbrmation Center
Medical Literature Analysis Retrieval System
Microform Publications
National Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information
Psychological Abstracts Search and Retrieval
Science Infbrmation Exchange
SelectEd Prescriptive Materials Retrieval System
Special Education Intbrmation Center
Special Education Instructional Materials Centers/Regional Media Centers Network
Therapeutic Recreation Inforaation Center
University Microfilms

Compiled Sources

Bibliography of Theses and Dissertations in Recreation, Parks, Camping and Outdoor Education
Completed Research in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
Encyclopedia of Sport Sciences and Medicine
Mental Retardation Abstracts
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COMPUTER BASED RESOURCE UNITS (CBRU)

Address

Computer Assisted Planning
Communications Center
Professional Studies Research

and Development Complex
State University College at Buffalo
1300 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, NY 11222

Telephone (716) 862-5433

Purpose

Devised as a computerized information source of classroom instructional materials
such as Resource Units and Skill Development Programs to retrieve specific activities
according to needs and characteristics of individual children.

Characteristics

Classroom teacher selects up to five specific objectives for the group and two per
individual child for each CBRU requested,

Activities are retrieved according to each child's needs, interests, developmental
tasks, six, reading level, mental and chronological ages, physical handicaps and learn-
ing environment.

Resource Units include such titles as Alcohol, Career Ed wailful, Denial Health; liealih
Maims, Disease Prevention and Conirol, DntgA: ;Vinod Modifictaion, Ecology and Epidemiology,
Evironineial and Public Health, Firs! Aid and Survival, Nuirhion, Education, Sensor
Perri, Mon, Tobacco and World Health.

Skill development Programs include such units as Morigenirs, Physiral Cundhlinning
and rim/it-Mow bevehoment.

Use

A complete list of all available CBRUs, objectives fin each unit upon which a teacher
bases his request, and Request Forms are available from Computer Assisted Planning,
Cost options for (:liRts include:

omion I; Per request charge allows access to otte CBRU for one class (average
31) sndents). lite cost per request ranges from $5 to $10 depending upon number
of requests from a contractee per contract period, (Over 1,000 requests, $5 each
80 I .1,000 requests, $6 each; 601.800 requests, $7 each; 401.600 requests, $8 each;
201-100 requests, $0 each; 1.200 requests, $10 each. These prices are reduced
by 1 Oci if the contractee does the entering; by 20(ii if he does the printing.)
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Option Per student charge allows access to all CBRUs at a fixed cost per
student according to the number participating in the program from it given contract
area (Region, School District, or identified population within the School District)
ill it contract period; that is, the teacher may request more than one guide for
it class at no additional charge. The cost per student for this option ranges from
$1.25 to $.35 depending upon number of students. To use this option, there
must be at least 1,000 students using the service in it contract area. The cost
is reduced by 25(4 if the contractee does the entering; by 257( if he does the
printing.

COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
INFORMATION CENTER (CEC)

Address

CIT Information Center
Elit Council for Exceptional (:hildren
Suite 9011

1411 South Jefferson Davis
.klingtoti, VA 22202

Telephone (703) 52144820

Purpose

Established by the U.S. Office of Education, Department of ifealth, Educanon,
and Welfare, to serve as a comprehensive information center on exceptional children,
including the Clearinghouse on Exceptional Children in the Educational Resources
information Center (RIC) program, and the national center at the Special Education
Instructional NIateials Centers/Regional Nfedia Center (INIC/1610 Network.

Characteristics

Exuptimial GNI(' I:duration lwrais EC EA) quaterly publication serves as primary
moms or dissemination for (3.:C. Information (:enter. II coliiitilis abstracts and sum-
'navies 01 research reports, journal articles, curriculum guides, teacher manuals,
administritt,%e surveys and guidelines, professional texts, literature for parents and
other printed documents relevant to educating exceptional children. Abstrats of
ERIC documents oil the handicapped and giftedare also included. Each issue provides
cumulative author and sttliject iticlexci. (Available from Exceptional Child Education
\hstra( is, (:c. IolOmalloo institutional subscriptions $50 per year; per-

sonal use subscriptions $35 per year.)
C.0 contributes document abstracts to 1?rArtrk in I:duration (1?11:,) and intluxecl

.jounal articles to (:Nary,, Indv In inurnalA iu dutainn (CU). Additional inlinttation
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concerning these journals can be found under Educational Resources Information
Center,

I....volitional Children Bibliography Series special topic bibliographies are prepared
on basis of wide interest, Om.. such selective bibliography available is "Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation," A list of bibliographies, as well as specific bibliographies, are
available at no cost from CEC Information Center,

Special Use

Request information by writing or telephoning the center. Compose a paragraph
describing type of information desired document files, journal files, a specific
year); use ERIC Thesaurus u/' Descriptors and /or the CKC Thesaurus fin. Exceptional
Child Education. Choose and arrange descriptors in hierarchy showing strong terms,
less important terms, and related terms; close with another paragraph- containing
any additional information that may be of help such as why the infininaticm is needed
or how it will be used. Replies are usually in the form of a literature packet containing
reprints of CEC journal articles, brochures, appropriate bibliographies, document
abstracts, and/or newsletters,

EDUCATIONAL. RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)

Address

National Institute of Education
Dissemination Task Force
Code 401
Washington, DC 20202

Telephone (202) 753-7666

Purpose

Designed and developed by the U.S. Office of' Education and operated by the
National Institute of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, to
keep educators and social scientists abreast of significant findings from current educa-
tional research ancl developmental activities.

Characteristics

It' earrh in Eduration ( RI E) monthly abstract journal includes abstracts of recently
completed research projects, descriptions of outstanding programs, and summaries
of other documents of educational sign'ficance, (Available from Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20-102; $38.0( per
tear; 53.25 single copy.)
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/6,.iiirh mown/ Index author ;111(1 subject indexes.
hum of u.s. (;,,.,.., ()11;(,,,

I)(: 20102: 1972, S10,50; 1971, S7.00., 1970, Sti,00; 1969, Sli,25: 190S,
S8.25; 191;7 I PI ojet ts). S1.50; 191;7 (1:e))ros). S3,25.1

Them'', it, t/ (.011(vi ion 01 techiticallv awaithigral icritts %,.114-11

input to die Fit s stem is indexed, This t liesaurus allows searcher to Fugues! informa-
tion in terms that permit input and output to (111111136\ prt't it sittilliti
in'llS(11 \dull prhirming subject searches o11?If.. (Aailable Front Macmillan I am.-

.\ Nlacmillan Publishing (.o,, Inc 8(iti Third Ave,, Nev York,
NY 10022 al S8.95.)

cm, Erni hair\ toltiiiimib I.:dm-Wiwi ((111.1) index atalogingand indexing
periotlicals lot more than 5 major educational publications. I I I I(.-.a..aaa. ;rum Nlactuil-

hilormalion\ 1)ivision Nlacmillan Publishing 1 StiG Third .Avt.., Nev
York, NY 10022: St1.00 .t veal.; S1,00 pet single copy.)

PHilliirt` Serviir` mag"lic "'1)i('% ()l sffinv ond
spec ial use collections and indexes, (Aailable From [Alt. Processing and Relerettce
Facilit, 1;133 e Suite 303, li('thesda, NIL) 20011.)

I.:1?1(: I)n unroll litintithirlitin Service (1.3)1?) mosl dmitIlielits iffilloultued III 111.:
art. it thrutigh 1.11)1tS inicroliche Oft) or paper copy (I Cost for reproduc-
ing docnutrnts t lied alter Nlav 1971 in either Form appears in /?//.:, cited
prior to this dale ma bordered at S,ti5 per title for NIF and S3.29 for each 100-1'age
titoctitunt hit. drys II( :. oilier, sh(itild include acc('ssitm ED) nntuhrr, type
oil "1)")(111eli"" (I I(: or NH:). and numb"' "I. "'Pic'''. P3\111'111" inusi ii"""Pany
0)1 del s S I 0.00. C. IC Docffil Rcprodil( Hot) Sy' vit I.O.1

Ohm (), NW 2001-1)
(:()Ilroirno --- ill addition to direct purchase of document. how 12.1)ItS and

lot of did( les in sources niendoned in the introduclion or this );aide, access
to desired maleriak Ina\ be gained through an ERIC collection, Conipletc microlche
collet lions de maintained b many universities and college libraries, schools, stip-
Heineman educational centers. state education agencies, and 1olarr education-related
insdintions. For help ill identihing sources of these collections, consult //irectury

1970 (a abide through Macmillan InlOmat)on, .\
Di ision of Macmillan Publishing Um, Inc., 80; Third Ave,. Nov York, NV 10022
al S3.,10r. or The 1)iterti,r1 it/ /..1?/(: Sfiludirot,r Order ( :nAltinirrA (arranged by
geographic location), February 1973 (aailable at no charge !rum FRI(. Processing
and Itelerent r Fat ilit, 1833 Itigbv A.., Suite 303, lictlicsda, \11) 20011)

(.1,7/Pinghmor -- The [TI(: Svsiem al. l' clearinghouses, each lOcusing
on a pal lit lila' Field of education InFormation nos indexed in /?//... and noi reproduced

tti(h tiriiiiiigii(ist,,,covuritig the area of special
hoc? e1.

AM' 1. 1 .1)1'(:.\ 11(
St 1.,10 use I'M\ eisil
107 14one Line

use. NV 13210

(A)CNSF.1.1N(i :\ NI) P.ItSONNEI. S1' :11. ICES
Viiiversit of Michigan
School 01. Education Building, looni 2108
E. S, Ciiiversitv Sts,

Arbor. 1 1 8 8104
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DISADVANTAGED
Teachers College
Columbia University
1258 Amsterdam Ave., Box 40
New York, NY 10027

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
University of Illinois
805 W. Pennsylvania Ave.
Urbana, 11. (11801

EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

EDUCATIONAL. MEDIA & TECHNOLOGY
Stanford University
School of Education
Stanford, CA 94902

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
The (:ouncil for Exceptional Children
Jefferson Plaza No, 1, Suite 900
1411 S. Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202

HIGHER EDUCATION
George Washington University
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite WO
Washington, DC 20036

JUNIOR COLLEGES
University of Californil at 1ms Angeles
Powell Library, Room clli
405 Hilgard Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90024

LA NGL'AGE AND LINGUISTICS
Niodern Language Association of America
(i2 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10011

*

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
American Society for Information Science
1140 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Suite 804
Washington, DC 2003(1
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READING AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
National Council of Teachers of English
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, 11. 61801

RURAI. EDUCATION AND SMALL SCHOOLS
New Mexico State University
Bus 3 AP
Las Cruces, NM 88003

SCIENCE., MATHEMATICS, AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Ohio State University
1460 W. Lane Ave.
Columbus, Oil 43221

SOCIAL. STUDIES /SOCIAL. SCIENCE EDUCATION
University of Colorado
855 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302

TEACHER EDUCATION
American Association of Colleges

for Teacher Education
One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Suite 616
Washimom, DC 20036

TESTS, MEASUREMENT, AND EVALUATION
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, NJ 08540

VOCATIONAL. AND TECHNICAL. EDUCATION
Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210

Special Use

Off-line computer search of the ERIC system is provided by the Information Re-
trieval Department of Lockheed Research Laboratories as Part of its ERIC/DIALOG
system. Searches of specific subjects can be obtained once or on a quarterly standing
order basis. Charge for this service is assessed in two parts: $20 per 10 descriptors
obtained from ERIC Thesaurus; $5 per 50 citations printed out (abstracts provided
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when tble). There is it minimum charge of $25; there is Ito charge for printing
a list o! . essfon to

Instruction booklets and worksheets for requesting desired searches are available
from Lockheed Inha ittation Sciences. 105 Lexington Ave., Suite 210, New l'ork.
NY 10017, telephone (212) 697-7171; or Lockheed 1 nfinittatiot t Sciences, Dept. 15-54,
3251 Hanover St., Palo Alto, CA 94304. telephone (415) 493-4.111, ext. 45635.

On -line, daily computer access to the EKI(: data base is available through the System
Development Corporation (S1)C) as the SD(/ERIC Search Service. The system consists
of a large-scale, time-shared computer in Califitrnia containing ERIC: citations dating
back to 1066, and a multiplexer unit in 11'ashington, 1).( :. Search is made through
whichever' S1)(: /ERIC Service lociitioll is closer; Various types of data terminals are
compatible to this system (one presently in use in another capacity may be used
ott a time-shared basis). Cost of the SI/C/Elt IC search service varies depending upon
terminal time required, communication distance and type of terminal mili/ed. After
the one-time startup charge and small monthly file maintenance fees, the monthly
rates fin. this service at a minimum use charge of 10 hours v.... ;111.; $38/110111.

through Sl/C's Calilitritia number or $2/hour through SC's 18'ashington number.
For four full hours of service each day, a user or group of users may make use
of the special rates of $2,000/month California or $2,560/month Washington.
Seault requests may he made according to any or all of the following categories;
accession number, clearinghouse code, author, title, publication date, descriptors,
identifiers, institution or source of origin, sponsoring agency. issue. Detailed infoma-
tion concerning this special use system is available from System 1/evelopment Cor-
poration, SDC/ER Search Service, Room 3113. 2500 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica.
CA 00406.

MEDICAL LITERATURE ANALYSIS RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM (MEDLARS)

Address
M !WARS
National Library of Medicine
Sti00 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, NW 20011

Telephone (30 1 ) 100-6103

Purpose

Provides access to biomedical literature in the National Library of Medicine (MA)
for clinicians. researchers and other health professionals; demand searches may be
requested by anyone %rliost. %vork requires access to biomedical information.
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Characteristics

Make searches through:
Index Medicos monthly bibliographic listings of references to current articles

in approximately 2,3(H) worldwide biomedical journals. Each issue contains subject
and author sections and a Bibliography of Aledirol Reviews, (Available from Superinten-
dent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402; $63
per year; $5 single issue.)

N/11 Current Catalog bibliographic listings fOr citations to publications cataloged
by NI.M. (Available through U.S. Priming Office; monthly, quarterly, or annual
cumulations; 12 issues $7,50, single issue $.65; 4 three-month cumulations $13; single
issue $3,25; annual cumulation $16.25.)

Recurring bibliographies lists citations to journal articles of wide interest in
specialized biomedical field. Available through non-profit professional organizations
and government agencies cooperating with NIA!, A list of these sources may be
obtained in Guide to 411/..M.ARS Service (available without charge from the Office
of Public hiformation,

.M.411 Literature Search Series previously prepared bibliographies selected on basis
of interest to a wide audience, (( :urrent list of hibliographies and individual bibliog-
raphies available without charge from Literature Search Program, Reference Section,
NI,M.)

Special Use

Request demand searches to answer specific infOrmation needs not met by previously
cited bibliographies. Files date back to mid 1963; for articles prior to this, consult
earlier volumes oil:siulated Index Medirus and Current List of Medical Litemture; routine
searches are limited to the most recent two and one-half to three and one-half years.
Submit requests on MEDLARS search request form (PHS-4667), obtained through
local medical libraries, nearest MEDLARS center (listed in Guide to MEDLARS Sevire)
and NLM, Send requests to nearest Regional Medical library or MEDLARS center
(see Guide to iVIEDLARS Servire); a search is generally completed in two to three
weeks, It is advantageous to use Medical Subject Heading (M ESI choosing descriptors
(available annually in Part 2 of each ,January issue of Index Media's), There is no
charge for this service; users are requested to tom plete an appraisal of the bibliography
received.

Articles cited in previous bibliographies are obtainable through:
Reprints from author or publisher
Medical libraries

local college/university medical centers
medical schools
health centers
hospitals /clinics
state or county medical societies
interlibrary loan
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Special libraries or libraries of national associations in various fields of medicine.
Regional Medical Library when unavailable elsewhere on inter-library loan; the

request is forwarded to NIA when necessary.

MICROFORM PUBLICATIONS

Address

M icrot min Publications
School of I lealth, Physical Education and Recreation
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97103

Telephone (503) I Ili

Purpose

Serves Iields ()I' health, physical education and recreation as ;tut lioriied by the
National Nli( rocard (:omminee, a joint committee appointed Iy major American li-
1)rary associations. This non-profit service provides microlbrin reproduction of ma-
terials wit' major emphasis On impithlished research materiak (patictilal doctoral
dissertations and masters theses), early professional and scientilic journals and
scholarlc books now out of print.

Characteristics

,-111 microform publications issued arc. catalogued and periodically indexed in
bilunlinn, and Recreation Microform Bulleti. which is sent to most college and

imiversitc libraries. As of Volume 3 of the Bulletin, October 1972, all publications
ale in form of microfiche; as the supply of mircocards is depleted for titles indexed
iu 'olutties I and 2 of the Bulletin, these will be converted to microfiche.

Use

Send orders for microcard and microfiche publications to Mirroliin l'ablicationA,
Include authors' ilittlics and microform publication wittilicts in the same secittence
as tlie appear in the Bulletin. Publications are available to individuals as well as
institutions On three dd. ferent order plans:

Slaniling Order Plan, Receive all new Microform publications atttotnatically at the
time they ate announced semi-annually; hills are for cost, less 29% per title if payment
is made within tin clays of initial billing. This discount is also applicable to orders
of previously annoitticc.(1 titles,
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New Title Plan. Order all titles'announced at a given time. The same discount
as above is allowed.

Individual Plan. Make a selection of individual Microfbrm titles; costs are based
on prices listed in the Bulletin without discount,

NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE FOR MENTAL HEALTH
INFORMATION (NCMHI)

Address

National Clearing House for Menial Health Information
National Institute of Menial Health
56(H) Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20852

Telephone

Public 111(11411es Section (301) 443.4513
Technical Intbrmation Section (301) 443-4517

Purpose

-Established to identify mental health sources from all over the world, collect intim.-
minion, and process this infimation for dissemination to meet individualized needs
of research scientists, professional practitioners, educators, administrators, students
and concerned citizens.

Characteristics

.tlental Health Dige monthly periodical includes digests of published research
reports, review articles, program descriptions and theoretical perspectives; also pro-
vides news items, descriptions of new publications, and guides to other sources of
menial health information. (Available from Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 20402; $3.50 per year in U.S.A.,
Canada, and Mexko; $4.50 in other countries; single copy S.30.)

PAycholpharmaralogy elbstraris monthly listing of' citations and abstracts of recent
research in psychophartnacology; includes technical reports and published literature
from all over the world; in addition to monthly indexes, provides a cumulative annual
index of authors and detailed subject index. ( Available from Superintendent of Docu-
ments. C.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402; $13 per year in

Canada, and Mexico; $1(1.25 in other countries; single copy $1.)
Crime and helinquenty AbAleart% bimonthly listing of citations and abstracts of

research reports, program descriptions and innovative techniques in the field of crime
and delinquency; provides cumulative annual index of authors and detailed subject
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index in addition to index for each issue. (Available from Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402; $4.50 per year

U.S.A., Canada, and Mexico; $5.73 in other countries; single copies $.65.)
Schizophrenia Bulletin experimental publication Featuring original articles, news

items and abstracts of current literant re on schizophrenia, (Available from Schizophrenia
Bulletin, National Clearinghouse of Mental Health Infrmation; free of charge.)

Ablaut Health Directoly biennial listing of psychiatric treatment facilities in the
U.S.A. (Available front Public Inquiries Section, National Clearninghottse for Mental
Health InfOrmation; single copy free of charge,)

Selected .S'ourres o/ Inexpensive Mental Health Materials listing of organizations that
offer informational materials for mental health workers. teachers and community
leaders. (Available from Public Inquiries Section, National Clearinghouse for Mental
I lealtlt Information; single copy free of charge.)

Mental Health Information 1 the General Public collections of publications,
articles and reference lists on many aspects of mental health are available. Inquiries
about mental health services, treatment, training and other general areas should he
made to the Public Inquiries Section, National Clearinghouse For Mental Health In-
formation. Among topics included in the Public Inquiries subject files are: aging,
alcoholism, autism, care and treatment of mentally ill, child mental health, death
and grief, genetics, grotty therapy, juvenile delinquency, mental hospitals, poverty
and mental health, rehabilitation fin the mentally restored, religion and mental health,
sleep and dreams, sin del it unrest, suicide prevention. Specific bibliographies available
include: Abstracts of the Standard Edition of Freud; Suicide and Suicide Prevention;
Research in Individual Psychotherapy; International Family Planning; Coping and
Adaptation; volunteer Services in Mental Health; Computer Applications in
Psychotherapy: Social Aspects of Alienation; Early Childhood Psychosis; Epidemiology
of Mental Disorders; Urban Crisis; Behavior Modification in Child and School Mental
I !calif); Psychological and Social Aspects of Human Tissue Transplantation; Human
Intelligence; The Comprehensive Community Mental Health Center. (Available from
Public Inquiries Section. National Clearinghouse fin. Mental Health Information;
single copies Free of charge.)

Special Use

Requests for free computer searches of files may be made by mental health profes-
sionals and advanced students. Describe information interest/need as precisely (avoid
very broad terms) as possible in a letter or telephone call to the National Clearinghouse
for Mental Health Information Technical Information Section. The response may
include one or a combination of the following: computer printout of literature citations
and abstracts, publications, and/or referrals to organizations or individuals that can
give more complete information pertinent to the request.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS SEARCH AND
RETRIEVAL (PASAR)

Address

Psychological Abstracts Information Service
American Psychological Association
1200 Seventeenth Street, NAV.
Vashington, IX: 20036

Telephone (202) 633-7600

Purpose

Provides search of all records published iu l'sychangiral Abstmds starting in 1967;
references supplied in overlapping subject areas to satisfy specific behavioral and
social science inhumation needs.

Characteristics

P9hological Abstracts monthly, noncritical abstracts of the world's literature in
psychology and related subjects; two volumes per year. (Available from the American
Psychological Association, Subscription Department; $190 per year, single issue $14.)

11%yhological AlAiracis Semiannual Index index per volume of Psychological Ahtiraci.t:
contains a listing of the index terms applied to represent the subject content of each
abstract t ontained in the volume. (Available from American Psychological Association,
Subscription Department; $21) per index.)

Special Use

IZequest for a search should be submitted on a PASA1Z IZequest form (available
from Psychological Abstracts Information Service, American Psychological
Association). l'Ayrholugical .1hAlrac1.+ Semiannual I mlex should he consulted for search
terms, but the searcher is free to use other key words, All or any combination of
It) record segments (including, e.g., author, author affiliation, title, subject index
codes, source docinnott) may be selected. References can be sorted and arranged
according to author or by vettrA computer printout listing citations and abstracts
is returned in about 2.3 weeks, Charges are based on a $15 processing fee for each
request, plus $2.25 per minute computer time, There is a maximum charge of $95,
unless the ,earch topic is unusually broad.
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SCIENCE INFORMATION EXCHANGE (SIE)

Address

Science Information Exchange
209 Madison National Bank Building
1730 M Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 2003(3

Telephone (202) 381-5511

Purpose

Operated by Smithsonian Institute as a registry for research tasks and projects
at the publication stage so as to avoid unwarranted duplication of research efforts.
Coverage includes all fields of basic and applied research in life, social, physical and
engineering sciences.

Characteristics

Maintains brief record describing research actually in progress or being planned
including the following information: supporting agency, title of project, principal
investigators, starting and completion dates and technical description of intended
research. Reports on completed research are not collected.

Use

Request search of files according to needs with output sorted and categorized in
terms of collections of records, computer lists of titles and authors or tables of data.
It is also possible to have SI E assemble, index and edit manuscripts for catalogs
of broad subject field. Cost of retrieval ranges from $3 for name searches, $30 and

for subject searches. to negotiated fees for broad subject fields, compilations
and catalogs. Submit requests directly to SIE.

SELECT-ED
PRESCRIPTIVE MATERIALS RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (PMRS)

Address

Select-Ed, I tic.
P.O. Box 323
117 North Chester
Olathe, KS Min(' I
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Telephone (913) 782-3366

Purpose

Classification and indexing system available for purchase which allows educators
to select materials that correspond directly to each child's learning needs.

Characteristics

Contents of current edition;
thesaurus (or several)
over 400 descriptor cards
light box for displaying a search
title listing of materials
numerical listing of materials
publisher listing of materials
file of Descriptive Analysis Sheets which analyze and describe each unit or series
of instructional materials as to their contents, uses and efficiency
Educational materials cited are not part a/ the system.

Basic skill areas covered include: English and Composition, Handwriting, High
Interest-lmw Vocabulary Materials, Linguistics, Literature, Mathetnatics, Miscellane-
ous terms (i.e., health, safety, grooming and personal appearance, social Percep-
tual-Motor Development, Phonics, Readiness, Reading Skills, Speech and Language
Development, Spelling

Descriptive terms areas;
Specific Content: skills, concepts, content of materials
Format and Special Characteristics: large print, textbook, charts
Grade Level
Mental Age
Reading Level
Input-Output; how the presentation of material is made, and how the pupil is
to respond
ProcesN; to describe the process by which the student learns
Basic Skill Area

Purchase:
Available from Select-Ed, Inc.
Basic I'MR System, $1,950.
Animal Updating, approximately $500

PMR Systems are presently incorporated in several Special Education Instructional
Materials Centers; check with Select-Ed or Regional IMC for location of the nearest
center housing a PMR System,
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SPECIAL EDUCATION INFORMATION CENTER (SEIC)

Address

CLOSER 1.00k
Box 1.192
%Vashingtott, DC 20013

Purpose

Established through the Bureau of Education lin. the Handicapped (1ft U.S.
()nie of Education, 1)epart mein of I leahlt, Education and Welfare as an infin.matiott
service to help parents locate services lin their handicapped chil(I.

Characteristics

Dissemination of listittgs of facilities servicing the handicapped by specific hand-
icapping conditions and by state; inhumation concerning special education for persons
%ith specified handicapping conditions is included.

1:1.0SER 1.00K Bi-monthly newsletter contains current itilbrittation pertaining
to the handicapped; includes recent legislative decisions, efforts male by parent organi-
zations and current book reviews itt the field.

Reprints -- alternate monthly mailings made of reprints of journal articles and
reports relevant to the field.

Dissemination of listings of parent organizations by handicapping condition itt t he
New England States (proposed listings to be completed for all states by I97.1).

//my In Organite an Eltertive Parent (roup and Alan, linreaurrarim free handbook
provides technical assistance to parent groups.

Use

Requests for listings of facilities and parent groups should be made to CLOSER
LOOK. dames OF requesters are added to the data batik to receive alternate monthly
mailings of reprints and CLOSER 1.00K:

SPECIAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTERS
REGIONAL MEDIA CENTERS NETWORK

(SEIMC/RMC)

Purpose

Establislitql by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (1E11) of the Depart-
ment of Ilealth, Education, and %Velfare, to provide information about instructional
materials and methods for people %vorking directly with exceptional children.

I
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Characteristics

National Network
Coordinated tvith the Council for Exceptioo.1 Educational Resource
Infot'mation Center (CEC-ER IC)
hi Regional Instructional Materials Centers

4 Regional Media Centers
Numerous ate and locally funded associate, satellite or affiliate centers within
each regi(ai

Services and procedures for use vary from one Regional Center to another; services
may include:

acquisition, storage, and loan of professional and instructional materials in special
education
consultation
evaluation and development of materials
training in use of instructional materials
regular dissemination of information concerning new materials, professional infor-
matin, or upcoming meetings

Use

Contact appropriate regional center to determine procedure for use, services avail-
able, a-,d nearest associate tenter.

Instructional Nlateials Reference Cetuvy
Anwrin priming House For thet Blind
1839 Frankfort Ave,
Louisville, KV 40200
Tel. 1502) 805.2405
Region Served: National

New England Materials Instruction Center
Boston niversh y
704 (:ommonwealth Ave.
liOston, NIA 0221:i

tfi 1 7) 3 53.32fifi

'AT& Cohn., Me., Mass., RI, Vt.

Ntottittain Special Education INIC
t'niversity of Northern (:oloado
(.reeley, t 8063

003) 351-21181
Regina Served; (:1o Nfont., N.M., Utah, tlio,
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Special Education I NIC
Universitt of Kansas
205 %N.. 9th, Suite 5
Lawrence, KS 660+1
Id. (013) 861-.1158
Itegitni Served: Iowa, Kitts., Mo., Neb., N.D., S.D.

legion Special Education INIC
George Vashington Vtliversit
2201 G-St., (:52.1
%Vashinglon, I)(: 20006
Tel, (202) 676-720(1
Region Served: Del.. 1).C., Md., N.J.. Penn.,

Instructional Materials Center
Illinois Stale 1)epartment of Public Instruction
1020 S. Spring St.
Springfield, I I. 62706
'I'd. (217) 525-3575

Served: III.

VSOE/NISU I NIC for Ilandicapped Children
and Youth

213 Erickson 1-1.111

Nlichigati State 1..niversity
East Lansing. MI 18823
Td, (517) 353-,7810
Region Served; Ind., Mich.. Ohio

Special Education I NIC
New York State Department of Education
55 Elk St.
Alhan, NV 12207

d. (518) I71-8837
Region Served N.Y.

Special Education INIC
University of Texas
2613 NVichita, University Station
Austin, I 78712
Td. (512)171-31,15
Region Served; Ark., La., Okla., Tex.
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Special Education !MC
University ()I' Wisconsin
415 W. Gilman Si.
Madison, %V1 53706
Tel, (606) 262-4913
Region Served: Minn., Wisc.

University ()I' Kentucky Regional
Special Education 1MC

641 S. Limesume
Lexington, -1' 40506
Tel. (606) 258-4291, Ext. 2764
Region Served: Ky., N.C., Tenn., W.Va.

Northwest Regional Special Education 1MC
University of Oregon
11112 Columbia St.
(Utica! Services Building
Eugene, OR 97403
Tel, (503) 686-3585
Region Served: Alaska. Hawaii, Idaho, Ore., Wash,

Southern States Cooperative Learning
Resources System

Auburn University
Montgomery Center, 435 Bell
Montgomery, AL 36104
Tel, (205) 279-9110
Region Served: Ala., Fla., Ga., Miss., S.C., Puerto Rico, Vit gin Islands

1MG for Special Education
University of Southern CalilOrnia
10:31 S. Broadway, Suite 623

1.os Angeles, CA 90015
Tel. (213) 747-9308
Region Served: Ail, Calif., Nev.

,A
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THERAPEUTIC RECREATION INFORMATION CENTER
(TRIC)

Address

theripetatic itecreation information Center
l)epartment of Recreation and Leisure Studies
University or V; tlt .1. lot
()mark), Canada

Telephone (r, 19) W45- I'2 I 1, Ext. :0107

Purpose

Literature and tloctintent storage aml retrieval system tvhich indexes and abstracts
published aml unpublished articles, books, conferences proceedings, aml other ma-
terials to aid editraiors, professionals, students, practitioners aml others interested
in therapeutic recreation service,

Characteristics

Files contain annotated listings of published infOrmation sources ffont I995 to
1970 tyith planned quarterly updating III the following areas:

.11terapett tic rereatiott from Thempentir IbTriyitionlournal and Ther0priiiii. Ityrratinn
Annual both abstracted and indexed in their entirety

Physical education and recreation from jourtm/ 11r0Ith, l'h1'Yir01 Edaraliaa, Park
mul lierrilainn, m0.10000,1 1,14A1111' 1?I'MYIErh

Related disciplines from 1?rhahilii0iion 1.iirraturr, 100rnal Itehabilifiainn, Journal
Pqrh010,1ry, SnrinIngir01 AbstrnriA, lb.warrh in 1.40(71110n, iitid Eductition Indrx
Disability areas froth /....YrePtinnal Children, Gerintrin, ,Vew ()I0104 /or the /1/ind, and

Menlo Brifirthitimi
Progratn at vas from Cmnping ,1100.:ini. ;intl./00nm! Alo.sir Therapy
Spu(iitill% generated bibliographies of all major publishing houses and university

publication bureaus
ations of rehabilitation associations such as NaliOnal Easier Seal Society, Amer'.

can Fourtdation for the Mind, state associations, ;tild special gosvrnmental agencies
for the disabled.

Use

Send information requests In FRI(: in cart. of Fred %V, 1Iartin, 1)irector, Include
a oriel patagtapli spec IIIra1lls indit wing the problem or research area of interest;
Ilse Itvo lo live siii)Hi tie' or 1)11hises In spedr1 01111)111 call he
testi h led to a spe( di( year, anthor, geographic location, and/or institution. At in'eSelli
Iltere is no Marge for this set vi«,: a brief evaluation of the releame of material
ter ioed is t equested.
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UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS

Address

University Microfilms
3(11) North Zed) Road
Ann Arbor, Sll .18106

Telephone (313) 761-1700

Purpose

'tiblishes doctoral dissertations on microfilm and compiles awl indexes ;thwarts
of both doctoral dissertations and masters theses.

Characteristics

1)isAertation Abstract Internationul monthly cumulative index and abstracts of e-
ently completed doctoral dissertations submitted to University Microfilms. Beginning
with Volume XXX, No. I, Dimertation ..1h.stracts /nteritationa/ contains a "Keyword Title
Index" in which bibliographic entries are classified and arranged alphabetically by
important keywords contained in titles. Dissertations art. presented in two sections;
A. humanities and social sciences; and B. physical sciences and engineering. (Available
from .University Nlirofilms Library Services, $100 per year, Section A or B. $60
per year.)

Aerican hurlmal 1)i..eriations index of all doctoral dissertations accepted by
institutions of higher learning in U.S. and Canada, regardless of whether they have
been published by l'itiversity Microfilms or 1101, (Available from University NI
Library Services at $15 per year.)

41/a.fry' AbvtrartA quarterly index and abstracts of recently completed masters'
theses chosen for publication by University Nlicrofilms. (Available from Master's
Abstracts, University Sficrofilms at $10 pet' year.)

Special Use

Direct Access l'o Reference Information, a Xerox service (DATRIX) is an infOrma-
lion retrieval system based on key words derived from titles, author's selected subject
headings and other descriptive data of each doctoral dissertation on microfilm at

niversit y Microfilms. Data base is divided into two classifications I 1 umanities/Social
Sciences and Sciences. To obtain it bibliography pertinent to one's field of interest,
key words must be identified, To aid the searcher, as Vih Frequency Keyword List
is available but one is not limited only to words in this list. (High Frequency Keyword
Lio and search order fOrins are available at libraries or from IMTRIX, University
NIicrofilms.) The basic fee fOr a DATRIX inquiry is $5 plus $10 per reference, over
10 references, Bibliographies are returned within a few working (lays and include
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lit each reference title of the dissertation, author's name and degree, university
at %vhich the dissertation %vas accepted, date of publication, and page and volume

DiAortatiott Alhirach %viten, the dissertation is listed, Standard charges for' micro-
filmed dissertation or theses is $1; for xerographically reproduced copies (readable
enlargement of microfilm, 51.2 x 81/4 inches) the charge is $1 11; shipping and handling
charges are. added phis any applicable taxes. (Available from University Microfilms,
1)issertation Copies, P.O, liox I 7(i1, Alm Arbor, MI 18 I On,)

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THESES AND DISSERTATIONS IN
RECREATION, PARKS, CAMPING AND OUTDOOR

EDUCATION 1970 ,

Address

National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA)
1601 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA 22209

Telephone (703) 252-0606

Purpose

Compilation Or tides of theses and dissertations in the areas of recreation, parks,
camping, and outdoor education. '

Characteristics

Updates and integrates previous bibliographies: Iliblioginpliv Related to Recreation
Revarrh, compiled and published by Beth' %.ati der Sin issett, 1962; Research in Recreation,

Part compiled and published by the National Recreation Association; and the theses
and dissertation section of the 1902 Bibliogmlik Related to (: nrofring and Outdoor Ed ?mann,
and its 1065 supplement, both compiled and published by the American Camping

Alphabetical listing by author
Cross-referenced topical index
Index t, institutions
Partial annotations
Available From NRPA ($7,50)
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COMPLETED RESEARCH IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
AND RECREATION

Address

AMIPER PublicationsSales
I20I Sixteenth Street, NAV,
Washington, 1)C 200:iti

Telephone (202) ti33-5551

Purpose

Compilation of abstracts of masters theses, doctoral dissertati(lts, and a bibliography
of selected published research fim( periodicals in the fields of health, physical educa-
tion, recreation and allied fields.

Characteristics

Published annually since 1958
Three parts:

Part 1, Index by alphabetical subject headings
Part II. Bibliography of selected journal articles
Part III. Abstracts of masters theses and doctoral dissertations in alphabetical

order according to sponsoring -institutions
Available from AA I-IPER PublicationsSales ($1,1 per year)

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPORT SCIENCES
AND MEDICINE 1971

Sponsored By

The American College of Sports Medicine

In Coperation With

The :1tneican Alliance fin. Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
Federation International de Ntedecitte Sportive
International Olympic Committee
World Health Organization
International Council of Health, Physical Education, and ftecreation
Research (immittee of the International Council of Sports and Physical Education

of the I....Oct' Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
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Purpose

Resource for all professional personnel who work through the media of physical
activity to sununati/e scientific literature throughout the world relative to sports
medicinei.e., any force, stress, or environmental Factor that influences the human
organism beFore, (hiring or alter participation in physical activity.

Characteristics

Area. General Physical Activity; Sports, Games, and Exercise; Envirotinwnt; Emo-
tions and intellect; Growth, Development, and Aging; Drugs; Prevention of Disease
and Injury; Special Application of Physical Activity to the Handicapped individual;
itehabilitation; and Safety and Protection.

Available From the Niacmillati Company, New York ($:19.95).

MENTAL RETARDATION ABSTRACTS
Addres4

Nis. Mary !fencer
Project Director
!lento. Information Service, Inc.
21(H) NI Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 203-200H

Nis. Patricia Thoben
Project ()fling.
Division of 1)evelopinental 1)isabilities
itchabilitation Service Administration
Washington, DC 20201
(202) 962-2335

Purpose

Coln 'Minion of research abstracts, summaries and annotated bibliographies in the
field of. mental retardation. It is published by the t'.S. Department ofilealih, Education
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